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Preface 
The Széchenyi István Geophysical Observatory of the Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences is pleased to present the 2005-2006 reports in the Geophysical Observatory 
Report series. 
In 2007 the Geophysical Observatory celebrates the 50th anniversary of its 
founding. 
The anniversary is an opportunity to look back, to evaluate results and also 
to consider future possibilities. In this special anniversary issue historical papers 
and photos, a selection of notes from the guestbook and scientific results are also 
included. 
The observatory was founded by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, as per-
haps the first Hungarian establishment dedicated to upper atmosphere and near-
Earth space research. The observatory became operational on the beginning of the 
International Geophysical Year (IGY. between July 1957 and December 1958). 
Present-day activity of the observatory is rooted in 240 years history of geophys-
ical observations in Hungary. Measurements of the Earth's magnetic fields started 
at Nagyszombat University in 1768 and moved to Buda soon with the university. 
Buda Observatory was put into operation in 1777. It had to be replaced at the 
end of the 19th century due to industrial development and electrification of the 
capital. Konkoly Thege Miklós, director of the Central Institute of the Hungarian 
Kingdom for Meteorology and Earth Magnetism (Meteorológiai és Földdelejességi 
Magyar Királyi Központi Intézet) established the new geomagnetic observatory 
at Ogyalla in 1893. With the Treaty of Trianon the territory became a part of 
Czechoslovakia. After a chaotic period a temporary station was set up at Budakeszi 
and the final replacement of Ogyalla became fully operational in Tihany in 1955. By 
that time the importance of solar terrestrial interactions and diagnostics of the iono-
sphere and magnetosphere had been recognized and the growing interest inspired the 
Geophysical Research Laboratory of the Sopron University, headed by professor 
Károly Kántás, to establish a purpose built observatory near Nagycenk. That is 
why the Széchenyi István Geophysical Observatory became known as Nagycenk 
Observatory (IAGA code: NCK) worldwide. Foundation of the observatory set in 
motion the permanent development of instrumentation, continuous international 
data services and scientific research especially in geomagnetism and aeronomy. 
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Nagycenk Geophysical Observatory has been supplying data since 1957. 
Geophysical Observatory Reports comprise earth current data from 1957 on, 
geomagnetic da ta from 1961 on and atmospheric electricity data from 1962 on. 
Observatory is networked through the institute (Geodetic and Geophysical 
Research Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences), data are available in 
near real time. The institute doesn't charge academic users for data products. 
Further information and data including archived data are available by special 
arrangement at the institute: 
Geodetic and Geophysical Research Institute 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
H-9401 Sopron, P.O.Box 5 
Phone: +36-99-508340, e-mail: wv@ggki.hu 
Foundations upon which we stand today were laid by the staff of the Geophysical 
Research Laboratory. Antal Ádám, Pál Bencze, Ferenc Märcz, József Verő and Ákos 
Wallner are still with us. We would like to express our admiration and gratefulness 
for everything that they have done during the 50 years. The patient guidance, 
scientific accuracy and precision. 
On this occasion we acknowledge the assistance and the impact of the interna-
tional and Hungarian geoscience societies and especially the generous support of 
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, and the Hungarian Scientific Research Fund 
(OTKA, project numbers TS 408048 and N1 61013). 
We would like to express our gratitude also to the COST 724 Action "Developing 
the Scientific Basis for Monitoring, Modelling and Predicting Space Weather'' for 
coordination and outreach efforts. 
In addition to our core activity commercial applications are searched for. We 
thank the collaboration and the revenue received for our space weather related 
studies to the MAVIR and AB AEGON companies. 
Sopron, August 2007 
V. Wesztergorn 
T H E 5 0 T H B I R T H D A Y 
OF T H E N A G Y C E N K O B S E R V A T O R Y 
A N D T H E I N T E R N A T I O N A L G E O P H Y S I C A L Y E A R S 
L . SZARKA 
The whole activity of the 50 years old Nagycenk Geophysical Observatory (in 
its full name: Széchenyi István Geophysical Observatory of Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences) is closely related to international geophysical co-operations, and its his-
tory is milestoned by such events as the International Geophysical Year 1957-1958 
(the starting date), and the IGY+50 anniversary years, especially the Electronic 
Geophysical Year. 
Introduction: I G Y and the Observatory 
As evaluated 50 years later (at the US002 session of IUGG General Assembly 
in Perugia), the International Geophysical Year (IGY) has meant a remarkable 
progress to the scientific disciplines represented in IUGG. The polar regions, the 
deep oceans, the Earth's interior, its atmosphere and the space beyond were explored 
at an unprecedented rate. New technologies like satellites and computers facilitated 
measurements, data collection and analysis and were applied in a global effort and 
with an extraordinary station density. 
The Nagycenk Geophysical Observatory (Ádám and Verő 1958, Ádám et al. 
1981, Bencze and Märcz 1981, Verő 1996, 2001, 2002) is one of the direct products 
of the International Geophysical Year 1957-1958. 
I U G G / I A G A and the Observatory 
Since that time, the Nagycenk Observatory has become an indispensable data 
source of earth science observations, related to electromagnetic phenomena in the 
Earth and in near-Earth space. By measuring the electromagnetic field on the Earth 
in a wide frequency range, the observatory data are relevant to the investigation 
of the following inter-related domains: Sun, interplanetary field, magnetosphere, 
ionosphere, atmosphere, Earth's crust, mantle and core, and their processes varying 
with time. (See the Annual Reports of the Observatory.) 
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The Institute, where the Observatory belongs to (Geodetic and Geophysical 
Research Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, www.ggki.hu), all the 
three classical ways of scientific research: theory, numerical simulation and physical 
measurements are characteristic, and among the physical measurements the obser-
vatory measurements are our permanent data source (while the field works and the 
laboratory experiments are intermittent tools). 
The name of the institute is "Geodetic and Geophysical", and the name of 
IUGG (founded in 1919, due to the activity among others by Baron Loránd Eötvös, 
but Hungary could became its member only in 1930) means International Union of 
"Geodesy and Geophysics" (www.iugg.org). The departments of the Geodetic and 
Geophysical Research Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (Geodesy, 
Seismology and Geophysics) are closely related to three of the seven (from 2007: 
eight) member associations of IUGG: I AG (International Association of Geodesy, 
www.iag-aig.org), IASPEI (International Association of Seismology and Physics 
of the Earth's Interior, www.iaspei.org) and IAGA (International Association of 
Geomagnetism and Aeronomy, www.iugg.org/iaga). In such a way, the Geodetic 
and Geophysical Research Institute provides the largest component of Hungarian 
IUGG activities. 
The Nagycenk Observatory is a part of the Geophysical Department. Activities 
of its three groups (Geomagnetism, Aeronomy and Electromagnetic induction) are 
related to all the five IAGA divisions. The research in Sopron (feeded, first of all, 
by observatory data from Nagycenk) has been recognised by the IAGA in a special 
way: the 11th IAGA Scientific Assembly will be held in Sopron, August 23-30, 2009 
(www.iaga2007sopron.hu, see in details in the Appendix). 
I G Y + 5 0 and the Observatory 
The IGY+50 events in Hungary start with the 50th birthday of the Nagycenk 
Observatory, to be held together with the Hungarian launching event of interna-
tional geoscience years of 2007-2009 (Annual Meeting of Hungarian Geologists and 
Geophysicists, September 19-22, 2007). 
All over the world several initiatives have been formed to celebrate IGY+50: 
the most general one is the International Year of Planet Earth 2007-2009 
(www.yearofplanetearth.org, Szarka 2006, Ádám 2007), which is a UN year in 2008. 
The International Polar Year 2007-2009 (Bindschadler 2007, www.ipy.org, which 
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is actually the fourth polar year: the third one was a part of the IGY itself) in-
vestigates the two polar regions (including their electromagnetic phenomena), while 
the International Heliophysical Year 2007-2008 (e.g., Baker 2007, Kecskeméty 2007, 
www.ihy2007.org) focuses on the heliosphere, where the new word "heliophysics" is 
a generalization experiment of the word "geophysics". 
There have been and will be observatory-related events devoted to these three in-
ternational geophysical years of 2007-2008, and also to the so-called GEOSS (Global 
Earth Obervation System of Systems). However, the observatory has the clos-
est relationship with the Electronic Geophysical Year (www.egy.org). which is the 
IGY+50 initiative of IAGA. 
It is self-understanding, that the Observatory has been and will be serving as a 
basis of international scientific co-operations. Its geomagnetic part, e.g., is a mem-
ber of the IAGA-promoted INTERMAGNET network. Reports, research papers 
and rememberings in this book provide further examples. 
Electronic Geophysical Year and the Observatory 
The Electronic Geophysical Year, 2007-2008 (eGY) provides an opportunity for 
the international geoscientific community to focus effort on a 21st Century e-Science 
approach to issues of data stewardship: open access to data, data preservation, 
data discovery, data rescue, capacity building, and outreach. (Barton 2007, Par-
sons 2007). The development of Virtual Observatories and Laboratories is a central 
feature of eGY. In the VxO series, where x denotes the physical parameter, we 
find the following international initiatives: VCO (Virtual Carbon Observatory), 
VGMO (Virtual Geomagnetic Observatory), VHO (Virtual Heliophysical Observa-
tory), ViRBO (Virtual Radiation Belt Observatory), VMO (Virtual Magnetospheric 
Observatories), VOO (Virtual Ocean Observatory), VSN (Virtual Seismic Network), 
VSO (Virtual Solar Observatory), AVO (Astrophysical Virtual Observatory), while 
NVO will be the US National Virtual Observatory. The Nagycenk Observatory 
data are relevant to VGMO, VHO, ViRBO, VMO, and most probably to VSN. 
Conclusions for t h e next 50 years 
The natural electromagnetic fields and their time variation contain information 
about the entire world, including the changing Earth and the whole heliospace. In 
order to understand e.g. the variable conditions in the near-Earth space (known as 
space weather), the energy coupling between the solar wind and the Ear ths magne-
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tosphere (which might influence the Earth 's climate), or the geophysical processes 
within the Earth, such monitoring measurements, as have been carried out since 
the IGY in the Nagycenk Geophysical Observatory, are absolutely indispensable: 
not only for the international scientific community, but also for the sustainability 
of human societies. 
At the Perugia IUGG General Assembly the member associations gave an 
overview over the accomplishments in their fields during IGY and in the 50 years 
since. As Charles Barton, the resigning president of IAGA pointed out (Barton 
2007): the question "What YOU have provided in terms of da ta to the scientific 
community?", will be more and more important in the future. The Nagycenk Ob-
servatory gives to this question a reassuring answer. 
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t s 
The observatory-related research of the Geophysical Department is supported first of 
all by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, and recently (2006-2008) it is additionally 
supported by the Hungarian Scientific Research Fund (OTKA), project number N1 61013. 
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A p p e n d i x — The l l t h Scientific A s s e m b l y of I A G A 
You are cordially invited to attend the IAGA l l t h Scientific Assembly, to be held 
August 23-30, 2009 in Sopron, Hungary. 
The Assembly will be held in the Liszt Ferenc Conference and Culture Centre 
(LFCCC) and nearby buildings (in the developing "Sopron Downtown Convention Dis-
trict"). LFCCC will serve as the headquarter (with the registration area, opening and 
closing ceremony, association lectures, and part of the sessions). The other part of the 
sessions and the poster presentations will be held in other buildings. All lecture and poster 
halls are within less than 5 minutes of each other on foot. 
The scientific program of the meeting, which will cover all areas of IAGA science, will 
be defined by IAGA and its scientific bodies. It will be announced in the Second Circular, 
which will give all relevant information on how to submit an abstract and how to register 
for the meeting. 
The scientific program starts on August 24 (Monday) and ends on August 29 
(Saturday). The posters will be on show for six days, as well as the planned exhibition. 
About 600 oral presentations, 600 posters, and two association lectures are expected. 
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11™ Scientific Assembly 
if™1 Assemblée Scientifique 
Sopron (Hungary) 
August 2J-30,2009 
International Association of Geomagnetism 
and Aeronomy, membef of International Union 
of Geodesy and Geophysics 
T h e pos te r of the Assembly (designed by M á r t o n Juhász, Univers i ty of West H u n g a r y ) 
Local Organizing Committee (LOC) 
L Szarka chairman (szarka@iaga2009sopron.hu), G Sátori deputy chairperson, 
V Wesztergom deputy chairman, M Tóth treasurer, A Varga technical organizer, J Bór, 
G Erdős, T Fleischhacker, G Hatos, В Heilig, J Lichtenberger, К Kis, A Kis, J Kiss, 
A Koppán, К Kecskeméty, К Kovács, I Lemperger, D Martini, E Márton, 
A Nóvák, T Prodán, S Szalai, J Szendrői, M Tátrallyay, Z Vörös, В Zieger 
Advisory Committee 
A. Meskó, J. Ádám, A. Ádám, P. Bencze, Cs. Ferencz, L. Hegymegi, F. Marcz, 
P. Márton, К. Szegő, J. Verő, J. Závoti 
LOC contact address 
Diamond Congress Ltd., Attila Varga, H-1255 Budapest, РОВ 48, Hungary, Tel: +36 
1 2147701, Fax: +36 1 2012680, www.iaga2009sopron.hu, e-mail: loc@iaga2009sopron.hu 
I. O B S E R V A T O R Y R E P O R T S 2 0 0 5 - 2 0 0 6 
1. DESCRIPTION OF THE OBSERVATORY 
V . W E S Z T E R G O M 
Nagycenk Geophysical Observatory was founded in 1956-1957 and it has been 
operated since then by the Geodetic and Geophysical Institute of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences. 
The observatory is situated about 10 km to E of the city Sopron and 60 km SE of 
Vienna, on the southern shore of lake Fertő. The observatory lies on thick conduc-
tive sediment preserving the site from far industrial noise and it is surrounded by 
the Fertő-Hanság National Park which helps to shelter the long term measurements 
from any change caused by nearby manmade activity. 
The co-ordinates of the observatory 
3-character IAGA code: N C K 
Geographic co-ordinätes: 
ip = 47°38' (N) 
Л = 16°43' (E) 
Altitude = 153.70 m (magnetic house) 
Mclllwain L = 1.9 
Measurements and reports started in 1957 (International Geophysical Year) with 
earth current data. The potential differences are measured in N-S and E-W direc-
tions with electrode spacings of 500 m. Low polarization lead plate electrodes are 
buried about 2 m below the surface. Potential differences are recorded with 1 sec 
and 10 sec sampling rate. 
Continuous observation of atmospheric electricity started in 1962. Slow varia-
tion (DC component of vertical atmospheric electric field) is measured between the 
ground and an electrode (at 1 m height) around which the potential is equalized by 
means of a radioactive collector. Potential gradient is recorded with 15 sec sampling 
rate. 
The publication of point discharge data has been abandoned from the year 2002. 
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Table I . Observatory site diagram 
E - Entrance. 1 - Main building with staff hostel and electronic laboratory, 2 - Telluric 
instruments and office, 3 - Atmospheric electricity centre (laboratory of Schumann reso-
nance, potential gradient, point discharge and radiovawe absorption measurements), 4 -
Magnetic absolute house with four pillars, 5 - Underground magnetic variometer chambers, 
6 - Proton magnetometer (DI/DD) hut, 7 - Computer centre ( data loggers, server of local 
network, satellite transmitter) 8 - Ionosonde station, electric and mechanical workshop, 
9 - Ionosonde D-antenna, 10 - Meteorological station, 11 - ELF induction coil chamber, 
12 Ball antenna (Schumann resonance antenna), 13 - Potential gradient sensors 
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Continuous observation of geomagnetic elements with control of the absolute 
observations began in 1961. The observatory has belonged to the INTERMAG-
NET co-operation since 1993. Data are transmitted via METEOSAT satellite and 
computer network to geomagnetic information nodes and made also available to the 
international research community on CD ROM. 
The observatory is the northernmost station of the South European Ground 
Magnetometer Array (SEGMA). The SEGMA stations in Austria, in Hungary and 
in Italy are located between L = 1.56 and L = 1.88. All of them are equipped with 
high resolution CHIMAG magnetometer. The magnetic field vector is recorded 
with a nominal sampling rate of 16 Hz but on special occasions the station has the 
maximum sampling rates up to 64 Hz. 
The early nineties are to be considered as a transition period in the observatory 
again. Schumann resonance measurements started in 1993, an ionosonde station 
type IPS 42 works since 1996, the new digital ionosonde (type VISRC-2 made by 
the Space Research Center of the Polish Academy of Sciences) is to be put in 
operation in 2007. A scientific meteorological station was installed in 1996. ELF-
VLF (whistler) observations is going on since 2003. The meteorological stat ion 
is based on a Campbell CR10X measurement and control modul, temperature, 
humidity, wind speed, wind direction, rainfall and radiation sensors. 

2. G E O M A G N E T I S M 
ELECTRIC ACTIVITY INDICES 
The 3-hour electric activity indices T for the Ex and Ey component, have a 
linear scale with a step of 1.8 mV/Km. The range of values is 0 to 9. 
Values in brackets mean extrapolated data, where the lacking intervals were 
substituted by the average of recorded intervals. 
Times are given in UT. 
A detailed description of the processing and compilation is found in the 
Report of the Observatory for 1966 in German and Ádám A, Verő J, Cz. Miletits 
J, Holló L, Wallner Á: The geophysical observatory near Nagycenk. I. Electromag-
netic measurements and processing of data (Acta Geod. Geoph. Mont. Hung., 
16, 1981, 333). 
See CD (data visualization: program Seenck.exe, menu item Tellurics/Indices: 
path: \Nckobs\Tell\Indices\). 
16 E L E C T R I C A C T I V I T Y INDICES 2005 
Date T Sum Date T Sum 
050101 12233569 31 050211 22331145 21 
050102 75543959 47 050212 21112120 10 
050103 44244642 30 050213 11110130 8 
050104 53348663 38 050214 11111112 9 
050105 32343622 25 050215 10110011 5 
050106 11111141 11 050216 31125524 23 
050107 00027989 35 050217 11021115 12 
050108 99743222 38 050218 95434922 38 
050109 11060020 10 050219 11233322 17 
050110 01121224 13 050220 32212445 23 
050111 11211434 17 050221 21011001 6 
050112 38468796 51 050222 11011112 8 
050113 23324773 31 050223 10212011 8 
050114 22221187 25 050224 00222112 10 
050115 43342731 27 050225 11233321 16 
050116 22235534 26 050226 41233331 20 
050117 43699999 58 050227 02223221 14 
050118 99989799 69 050228 22241214 18 
050119 99786623 50 050301 21331114 16 
050120 14354962 34 050302 33252412 22 
050121 52232999 41 050303 11111130 9 
050122 89334463 40 050304 10111011 6 
050123 33335824 31 050305 12222149 23 
050124 21123431 17 050306 83455979 50 
050125 10111121 8 050307 44565994 46 
050126 10010020 4 050308 57442487 •41 
050127 10111012 7 050309 34433485 34 
050128 21111132 12 050310 54233421 24 
050129 31233399 33 050311 22221102 12 
050130 34353322 25 050312 10101102 6 
050131 32247641 29 050313 00011126 11 
050201 30121100 8 050314 63224212 22 
050202 01121441 14 050315 10111003 7 
050203 14221211 14 050316 00135112 13 
050204 00122110 7 050317 22211611 16 
050205 10111010 5 050318 01111255 16 
050206 11221142 14 050319 52121001 12 
050207 22337399 38 050320 01111010 5 
050208 45465796 46 050321 00132112 10 
050209 36465456 39 050322 01111111 7 
050210 44567592 42 050323 00213131 11 
17 E L E C T R I C A C T I V I T Y INDICES 2005 
Date T Sum Date T Sum 
050324 01113021 9 050504 11111021 8 
050325 12333437 26 050505 01111110 6 
050326 13344341 23 050506 10114311 12 
050327 22344742 28 050507 11212067 20 
050328 12221121 12 050508 66399994 55 
050329 01111212 9 050509 33222124 19 
050330 12211310 11 050510 22221112 13 
050331 13202332 16 050511 11292364 28 
050401 11212121 11 050512 13311335 20 
050402 10111100 5 050513 53215631 26 
050403 11111212 10 050514 11121110 8 
050404 11254599 36 050515 99993478 58 
050405 96445435 40 050516 69654611 38 
050406 32222224 19 050517 24221812 22 
050407 21212101 10 050518 21122111 11 
050408 10111010 5 050519 13211122 13 
050409 11111111 8 050520 33978922 43 
050410 11111100 6 050521 23332392 27 
050411 11111234 14 050522 61212111 15 
050412 33344298 36 050523 21102101 8 
050413 23554665 36 050524 01111012 7 
050414 43222332 21 050525 11111100 6 
050415 12213243 18 050526 01111000 4 
050416 21111121 10 050527 01112000 5 
050417 01111000 4 050528 13222433 20 
050418 11211312 12 050529 21262669 34 
050419 11112112 10 050530 54669999 57 
050420 24553231 25 050531 52346322 27 
050421 11101010 5 050601 32231101 13 
050422 31203121 13 050602 12111113 11 
050423 11212431 15 050603 22111111 10 
050424 22221121 13 050604 22215494 29 
050425 22323111 15 050605 35332343 26 
050426 11111020 7 050606 22211014 13 
050427 00111000 3 050607 22222111 13 
050428 00112011 6 050608 11111000 5 
050429 01122239 20 050609 11612112 15 
050430 52335448 34 050610 01111010 5 
050501 33423362 26 050611 11111112 9 
050502 32213311 16 050612 11454999 42 
050503 22223120 14 050613 54623220 24 
18 E L E C T R I C ACTIVITY INDICES 2005 
Date T Sum 
050614 12112194 21 
050615 66516521 32 
050616 12565953 36 
050617 43222222 19 
050618 11222110 10 
050619 11111201 8 
050620 11111100 6 
050621 01111011 6 
050622 22132114 16 
050623 66956592 48 
050624 22233102 15 
050625 25222423 22 
050626 13222111 13 
050627 10011021 6 
050628 11211101 8 
050629 11211110 8 
050630 12111112 10 
050701 22213555 25 
050702 54332233 25 
050703 22222212 15 
050704 11121102 9 
050705 11122002 9 
050706 11211101 8 
050707 12213312 15 
050708 11011111 7 
050709 22367475 36 
050710 35499679 52 
050711 64383371 35 
050712 47469411 36 
050713 16455725 35 
050714 12312101 11 
050715 01112121 9 
050716 33111423 18 
050717 22353739 34 
050718 36513126 27 
050719 21211113 12 
050720 22366451 29 
050721 67522332 30 
050722 33223432 22 
050723 12211201 10 
050724 00112111 7 
Date T Sum 
050725 21101112 9 
050726 11100111 6 
050727 12113257 22 
050728 36325335 30 
050729 25334643 30 
050730 63212112 18 
050731 11122114 13 
050801 31333312 19 
050802 21243331 19 
050803 12211224 15 
050804 12211113 12 
050805 11111233 13 
050806 24334462 28 
050807 43242133 22 
050808 11102102 8 
050809 31212123 15 
050810 11334101 14 
050811 10112110 7 
050812 11101123 10 
050813 43474257 36 
050814 22221122 14 
050815 01112113 10 
050816 24425425 28 
050817 43423234 25 
050818 33433532 26 
050819 11212011 9 
050820 11212010 8 
050821 11212932 21 
050822 13325213 20 
050823 21212121 12 
050824 23999997 57 
050825 44224852 31 
050826 21211112 11 
050827 21111001 7 
050828 11121112 10 
050829 21111100 7 
050830 00111031 7 
050831 12326997 39 
050901 43221013 16 
050902 21234998 38 
050903 94534113 30 
19 E L E C T R I C ACTIVITY INDICES 2005 
Date T Sum 
050904 44445315 30 
050905 41112242 17 
050906 31112101 10 
050907 22111110 9 
050908 11111121 9 
050909 12139344 27 
050910 24653889 45 
050911 99979997 68 
050912 34976999 56 
050913 94379063 41 
050914 21324451 22 
050915 21799974 48 
050916 32335152 24 
050917 12214542 21 
050918 11322111 12 
050919 11111110 7 
050920 01111110 6 
050921 11111000 5 
050922 11112220 10 
050923 21211011 9 
050924 10101000 3 
050925 10132001 8 
050926 42322144 22 
050927 41112115 16 
050928 21222522 18 
050929 32221211 14 
050930 01124224 16 
051001 22211154 18 
051002 42312413 20 
051003 21111021 9 
051004 21111010 7 
051005 11111011 7 
051006 11111110 7 
051007 21122135 17 
051008 87757194 48 
051009 21332033 17 
051010 32232112 16 
051011 41112221 14 
051012 00111001 4 
051013 10121131 10 
051014 01121001 6 
Date T Sum 
051015 01121001 6 
051016 01121113 10 
051017 23234311 19 
051018 01111210 7 
051019 11112111 9 
051020 10111001 5 
051021 00111003 6 
051022 81111011 14 
051023 10111100 5 
051024 01111121 8 
051025 43132554 27 
051026 11112442 16 
051027 31144610 20 
051028 10111131 9 
051029 00111120 6 
051030 01121021 8 
051031 02113595 26 
051101 31121314 16 
051102 11111054 14 
051103 45664364 38 
051104 34432462 28 
051105 22322225 20 
051106 62342533 28 
051107 31222111 13 
051108 11111111 8 
051109 10110011 5 
051110 00210011 5 
051111 03111211 10 
051112 12112322 14 
051113 13122214 16 
051114 22112112 12 
051115 00111021 6 
051116 00000111 3 
051117 00110000 2 
051118 00000210 3 
051119 10001343 12 
051120 14411212 16 
051121 11121111 9 
051122 10111213 10 
051123 21711111 15 
051124 11121235 16 
24 E L E C T R I C ACTIVITY INDICES 2005 
D a t e T Sum 
051125 31211212 13 
051126 10111101 6 
051127 00100111 4 
051128 00113222 11 
051129 10111117 13 
051130 42255122 23 
051201 33233233 22 
051202 32433133 22 
051203 43222433 23 
051204 11112131 11 
051205 11121110 8 
051212 23222253 21 
051207 OOOOOOOO 0 
051208 00000011 2 
051209 00001117 10 
051210 33201143 17 
051211 31122994 31 
051212 23222153 20 
051213 11011031 8 
051214 01111001 5 
051215 11100001 4 
051216 13111210 10 
051217 00011100 3 
051218 10011001 4 
051219 11221283 20 
051220 31113352 19 
051221 11222412 15 
051222 21111011 8 
051223 10000000 1 
051224 00011111 5 
051225 11112100 7 
051226 00011135 11 
051227 51112389 30 
051228 33345336 30 
051229 33342312 21 
051230 22121212 13 
051231 31112333 17 
21 E L E C T R I C A C T I V I T Y INDICES 2005 
Date T Sum Date T Sum 
060101 21013212 12 060211 11101210 7 
060102 12121214 14 060212 32111100 9 
060103 10011210 6 060213 10000111 4 
060104 00010010 2 060214 00000000 0 
060105 00011111 5 060215 01422144 18 
060106 12111111 9 060216 34411111 16 
060107 21111200 8 060217 11111112 9 
060108 00100101 3 060218 00011001 3 
060109 01110100 4 060219 31111131 12 
060110 00000000 0 060220 22239749 38 
060111 11111010 6 060221 63235513 28 
060112 21100000 4 060222 42222622 22 
060113 00010111 4 060223 11111111 8 
060114 10001020 4 060224 21111100 7 
060115 20010131 8 060225 21110000 5 
060116 12243555 27 060226 11111213 11 
060117 43112111 14 060227 10111012 7 
060118 21121312 13 060228 00210113 8 
060119 11111113 10 060301 51123101 14 
060120 11111320 10 060302 00111001 4 
060121 22011001 7 060303 01111120 7 
060122 00111101 5 060304 11120001 6 
060123 13635234 27 060305 10011101 5 
060124 21211100 8 060306 10133244 18 
060125 11211145 16 060307 41111110 10 
060126 34133998 40 060308 11012121 9 
060127 32143331 20 060309 01009141 16 
060128 11111031 9 060310 11222329 22 
060129 10111001 5 060311 42221211 15 
060130 10001000 2 060312 01121120 8 
060131 00001100 2 060313 01101011 5 
060201 01011001 4 060314 00122103 9 
060202 00111111 6 060315 21322340 17 
060203 10011031 7 060316 11211211 10 
060204 32111100 9 060317 01111111 7 
060205 01111010 5 060318 01553779 37 
060206 23123135 20 060319 95443373 38 
060207 11000112 6 060320 33442263 27 
060208 11110000 4 060321 12212952 24 
060209 01110011 5 060322 22111132 13 
060210 00020023 7 060323 11211002 8 
22 E L E C T R I C ACTIVITY INDICES 2005 
Date T Sum Date T Sum 
060324 10111123 10 060504 11216342 20 
060325 11111130 9 060505 31111101 9 
060326 01122252 15 060506 11112745 22 
060327 32111213 14 060507 33444132 24 
060328 02111121 9 060508 22221001 10 
060329 11111014 10 060509 01111101 6 
060330 00111012 6 060510 01111133 11 
060331 10122130 10 060511 23335234 25 
060401 01111101 6 060512 42324222 21 
060402 00112112 8 060513 31222133 17 
060403 00012101 5 060514 33311111 14 
060404 01221145 16 060515 11111012 8 
060405 34139251 28 060516 01111100 5 
060406 11122112 11 060517 11012101 7 
060407 00101000 2 060518 11122641 18 
060408 10121012 8 060519 12211132 13 
060409 94524369 42 060520 11111111 8 
060410 44422321 22 060521 21111131 11 
060411 11111101 7 060522 31111114 13 
060412 11111000 5 060523 31211000 8 
060413 21235523 23 060524 01112100 6 
060414 39864943 46 060525 15211013 14 
060415 31232993 32 060526 01101110 5 
060416 22233221 17 060527 11101001 5 
060417 10111134 12 060528 12211011 9 
060418 42111102 12 060529 01101001 4 
060419 10011001 4 060530 00023321 11 
060420 01153100 11 060531 21112111 10 
060421 10123401 12 060601 12221322 15 
060422 73333110 21 060602 22111111 10 
060423 12211103 11 060603 11213201 11 
060424 31121002 10 060604 01110000 3 
060425 21111000 6 060605 11111110 7 
060426 11111100 6 060606 11564374 31 
060427 11113111 10 060607 44434336 31 
060428 22522011 15 060608 43344432 27 
060429 10010001 3 060609 32232221 17 
060430 64010000 11 060610 11213221 13 
060501 01110000 3 060611 11111102 8 
060502 21101111 8 060612 10111201 7 
060503 01101011 5 060613 01101111 6 
23 E L E C T R I C ACTIVITY INDICES 2005 
Date T Sum 
060614 11111124 12 
060615 34443323 26 
060616 22212131 14 
060617 12312210 12 
060618 11325101 14 
060619 12100000 4 
060620 21111110 8 
060621 00101111 5 
060622 12111120 9 
060623 01100000 2 
060624 01102110 6 
060625 11111101 7 
060626 00111011 5 
060627 11111192 17 
060628 34223133 21 
060629 23922333 27 
060630 12322211 14 
060701 11101010 5 
060702 00100010 2 
060703 11111001 6 
060704 01115335 19 
060705 66622123 28 
060706 32221121 14 
060707 11222211 12 
060708 20101010 5 
060709 00000117 9 
060710 22122221 14 
060711 00113332 13 
060712 22254221 20 
060713 22211001 9 
060714 12134522 20 
060715 01111101 6 
060716 01101000 3 
060717 11101010 5 
060718 01011010 4 
060719 11000010 3 
060720 11101001 5 
060721 10101010 4 
060722 11111101 7 
060723 11110001 5 
060724 01211102 8 
Date T Sum 
060725 22201112 11 
060726 21111100 7 
060727 11104334 17 
060728 96632211 30 
060729 10111111 7 
060730 13111101 9 
060731 12355212 21 
060801 23332311 18 
060802 22221113 14 
060803 22111013 11 
060804 01100000 2 
060805 11110000 4 
060806 01111101 6 
060807 45665952 42 
060808 22323220 16 
060809 23122013 14 
060810 11101012 7 
060811 12312111 12 
060812 12111110 8 
060813 00101111 5 
060814 00111010 4 
060815 01111111 7 
060816 11113111 10 
060817 01412123 14 
060818 23222423 20 
060819 21159689 41 
060820 69312212 26 
060821 11211237 18 
060822 51224621 23 
060823 11101001 5 
060824 20101212 9 
060825 00111010 4 
060826 00111121 7 
060827 21246553 28 
060828 42222312 18 
060829 31222121 14 
060830 11222231 14 
060831 11312234 17 
060901 41223466 28 
060902 21122122 13 
060903 11111112 9 
24 E L E C T R I C ACTIVITY INDICES 2005 
Date T Sum 
060904 78432222 30 
060905 11122431 15 
060906 11212030 10 
060907 11212310 11 
060908 11211111 9 
060909 11201000 5 
060910 00211111 7 
060911 22222100 11 
060912 20121120 9 
060913 02211000 6 
060914 11111100 6 
060915 10101000 3 
060916 10021110 6 
060917 10122182 17 
060918 62324475 33 
060919 21422111 14 
060920 11210110 7 
060921 00111011 5 
060922 00111011 5 
060923 00011137 13 
060924 76355224 34 
060925 21132112 13 
060926 11221112 и 
060927 21111100 7 
060928 00111011 5 
060929 10001120 5 
060930 12542312 20 
061001 75233411 26 
061002 11111122 10 
061003 11214102 12 
061004 ,10111310 8 
061005 *10111021 7 
061006 00211001 5 
061007 10112524 16 
061008 21121111 10 
061009 11121011 8 
061010 11110000 4 
061011 11111000 5 
061012 10112102 8 
061013 11242299 30 
061014 52242867 36 
Date T Sum 
061015 11223241 16 
061016 11121123 12 
061017 00011101 4 
061018 10100010 3 
061019 01121000 5 
061020 11523333 21 
061021 44243972 35 
061022 22222252 19 
061023 10221112 10 
061024 10122021 9 
061025 11111100 6 
061026 11111000 5 
061027 10111022 8 
061028 11122348 22 
061029 34332459 33 
061030 42321211 16 
061031 10111112 8 
061101 11112212 11 
061102 10111241 
и 
061103 10132110 9 
061104 22111121 11 
061105 00111100 4 
061106 00011011 4 
061107 00011000 2 
061108 10011000 3 
061109 10011557 20 
061110 55364292 36 
061111 54344945 38 
061112 22122101 и 
061113 01111000 4 
061114 00111212 8 
061115 12111112 10 
061116 51110000 8 
061117 21011100 6 
061118 00011000 2 
061119 11120001 6 
061120 00111000 3 
061121 10111000 4 
061122 00043222 13 
061123 11422455 24 
061124 23323122 18 
29 E L E C T R I C ACTIVITY INDICES 2005 
Date T Sum 
061125 21232994 32 
061126 32132264 23 
061127 21233341 19 
061128 11112211 10 
061129 24111011 11 
061130 22369711 31 
061201 11011131 9 
061202 00001011 3 
061203 10111011 6 
061204 00000010 1 
061205 00041102 8 
061206 43344394 34 
061207 64335725 35 
061208 39773373 42 
061209 12110334 15 
061210 13226734 28 
061211 23221116 18 
061212 36328574 38 
061213 22111012 10 
061214 32129999 44 
061215 99699896 65 
061216 22121443 19 
061217 21211130 11 
061218 11021427 18 
061219 22223121 15 
061220 52326698 41 
061221 53344622 29 
061222 43232333 23 
061223 21423422 20 
061224 21213542 20 
061225 31322211 15 
061226 10212110 8 
061227 00000101 2 
061228 10000031 5 
061229 20000110 4 
061230 00010111 4 
061231 00000001 1 

MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS AND DATA PROCESSING 
V . W E S Z T E R G O M 
Recording of geomagnet ic variations 
Geomagnetic variations are recorded by the ARGOS system. ARGOS (devel-
oped by the Geomagnetism Group of British Geological Survey) is a PC based 
automatic observatory equipped with triaxial fluxgate and a proton magnetometer 
in a DD/DI configuration. The fluxgate variometer sensors are aligned in X, Y. Z di-
rections. 10 second samples are used to provide minute values centred on the minute 
by means of a 7-point cosine filter. Reported elements are: H (horizontal), Z (verti-
cal), D (declination) and F (total force). From the year 1993 on the minute values 
are transmitted through the METEOSAT satellite to the Edinburgh Geomagnetic 
Information Node. 
Table I. Main specifications of ARGOS used in Nagycenk Observatory 
Device Resolution Dynamic range Temperature coeff. 
Triaxial Fluxgate 
Magnetometer 0.1 nT ±500 nT/±400 nT ~ 1 nT/°C 
Proton Magnetometer 
(ELSEC 820) 0.1 nT 10000-90000 nT 
DI/DD coil system consists of two orthogonal sets of Helmholtz coils (proton 
head is mounted at the centre). Coils orientated so that one provides bias fields 
approximately perpendicular to F vector in the magnetic meridian and the other 
provides bias fields approximately perpendicular to F in the horizontal plane. DD 
and DI relative to the initial values (DO. 10) are calculated. DD/DI proton magne-
tometer is used in every tenth minutes from which F and almost absolute values of 
D an I are obtained. 
Satellite transmitter, 6800 Series of Data Collection Platform, was supplied by 
Space Technology Systems. Power output to antenna (two linearly-polarised Yagi 
arranged to give circular polarisation) is 4 watts at 402 MHz. Data storage capacity 
is 2 x 40 kbytes. 
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Timing is produced by the IBM clock corrected by the high stability crystal 
built in the Proton Magnetometer. 
To ensure continuous recording a high stability torsion photoelectric magne-
tometer (type PSM-8711) has been run from 1 January 1998. Data along with 
telluric data are logged by a DR-02 type digital recording system. The PSM mag-
netometer records the H, D and Z component with an exceptionally high parameter 
stability. The baseline variation has never exceeded 1.5 nT/year. Maximum reso-
lution is 3 pT. sampling rate applied is 10 s. Frequency response: 0.3 Hz to DC. 
Sensitivity to tilting: less than 10 nT / ' . 
Data are stored in the internal memory of the digital data logger DR-02. Both 
the PSM and the DR-02 was developed and provided by the Institute of Geophysics 
Polish Academy of Sciences. 
A b s o l u t e control , base l ines 
Baselines of the variometer systems are derived from absolute observations. 
Prior to 1989 the baseline was controlled by two QHM, one declinometer and one 
BMZ. From 1989 till the end of 1994 the standard instrument for absolute measure-
ments was the vector proton magnetometer (NVP) constructed in Xiemegk Obser-
vatory. In 1994 an Overhauser proton magnetometer (type: GSM 19 of GEM Sys-
tems) and a fluxgate theodolite (developed by the Danish Meteorological Institute) 
was purchased. Since then the standard instruments are the fluxgate theodolite for 
I and D and the Overhauser effect proton magnetometer for F. 
To determine the momentary angle of declination four observations (four null 
positions in the horizontal plane) are taken and it is repeated at least two times. 
Generally the closer azimuth mark is used but it is checked regularly with the 
far azimuth mark. Inclination angle is determined in the plain of the momentary 
magnetic meridian in the same way as D. Total intensity is measured simultaneously 
with I-measurements on the next (F) pillar with the Overhauser magnetometer. 
Absolute values of all geomagnetic elements are referred to the same pillar of the 
absolute hut. Observation is made weekly, occasionally more often. 
Absolute measurements are supplemented by quasi absolute baseline reference 
measurements. Declination, inclination and total intensity are determined by means 
of a proton vector magnetometer in every ten minutes. 
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D a t a processing and availability 
Sampling rate of magnetic variation data is 10s both for ARGOS and PSM. 
Minute mean values are produced with digital filter from the raw sampled data. 
According to the IAGA recommendation minute mean values are stored. Hourly 
means are calculated from minute means, yearly means are derived from hourly 
means. Final absolute values of H, D and Z field component are obtained from 
smoothed baselines. 
ARGOS data are compared continuously to PSM data and gaps are filled. 
Data are logged on floppy disk too. In addition to logging data to disk INTER-
MAGNET V2.8 format satellite transmission packets are sent to DCP. 
Presentat ion of the results 
• plot of hourly mean values of H, D, Z 
• plot of daily mean values of H, D, Z 
• tables of geomagnetic activity indices, К 
• table of annual mean values of geomagnetic elements 
• special phenomena: SSC, sfe 
See CD (data visualization: program Seenck.exe, menu item Magnetics; 
path: \Nckobs\Magn\) . 
30 
GEOMAGNETIC DATA 
Hourly m e a n values of H, D , Z and F 
Hourly means are derived from minute means corrected using absolute observa-
tions. The units of the elements are 0.1 nT, Declination is also scaled to 0.1 nT. 
Minute means of F are calculated from H and Z. F values are checked by comparing 
them with proton magnetometer readings taken at every 10 minutes. 
Daily mean values of H, D , Z and F 
Daily mean values are calculated from hourly mean values. 
Geomagnetic activity indices: K-index 
The K-index is determined from the amplitude ranges of H and D components 
for each three-hour Universal Time interval. Limit for K=9 is 350 nT in Nagycenk. 
Special phenomena 
List of special events is based on both magnetic and earth current records. Tables 
are given for SSC-s and sfe. 
Annual mean values of geomagnet ic e lements 
Table contains yearly means of the geomagnetic elements 1961 to 1993 in nT. 
These values are the results of a reevaluation of previously published data, including 
corrections eliminating disturbances caused by construction works in the observa-
tory. Corrected values are noted by asterisk. 
Times in this section are given in LIT! 
See CD (data visualization: program Seenck.exe, menu item Magnetics: 
path: \Nckobs\Magn\) . 
Hourly mean values of H. D, Z 
2005-2006 
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33 HOURLY MEAN VALUES O F H, D, Z, M A Y - J U N E 2005 
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34 HOURLY MEAN VALUES OF H, D, Z, MAY-JUNE 2005 
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HOURLY M E A N VALUES O F H, D, Z, J U L - A U G 2005 35 
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36 HOURLY MEAN VALUES OF H, D, Z, S E P - O C T 2005 
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37 HOURLY MEAN VALUES O F H, D, Z, MAY-JUNE 2005 
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38 HOURLY M E A N VALUES O F H, D, Z, J A N - F E B 2006 
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39 HOURLY MEAN VALUES OF H, D, Z, JAN-FEB 2006 
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40 HOURLY M E A N VALUES O F H, D, Z, MAY-JUNE 2006 
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HOURLY MEAN VALUES OF H. D, Z, JUL-AUG 2006 41 
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42 HOURLY M E A N VALUES O F H, D, Z, S E P - O C T 2006 
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43 HOURLY MEAN VALUES OF H, D, Z, SEP-OCT 2006 
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Hourly mean values of H, D, Z 
2005-2006 
50 MAGNETIC A C T I V I T Y INDICES 2005 
Date К Sum Date К Sum 
050101 13323455 26 050211 22232144 20 
050102 55533646 37 050212 22000120 7 
050103 34234542 27 050213 11100130 7 
050104 53236643 32 050214 12111123 12 
050105 32334434 26 050215 11110012 7 
050106 11000141 8 050216 31124444 23 
050107 00026658 27 050217 21021114 12 
050108 76333222 28 050218 64433522 29 
050109 10040010 6 050219 21233433 21 
050110 12021333 15 050220 43311444 24 
050111 22321535 23 050221 31011002 8 
050112 35345554 34 050222 11001222 9 
050113 32222444 23 050223 20211021 9 
050114 21221266 22 050224 00223122 12 
050115 32333531 23 050225 01332432 18 
050116 32223334 22 050226 31221331 16 
050117 43356655 37 050227 03323121 15 
050118 65656566 45 050228 12233214 18 
050119 55644513 33 050301 21231124 16 
050120 12333643 25 050302 43332422 23 
050121 31221787 31 050303 11101231 10 
050122 55424353 31 050304 10011010 4 
050123 32333534 26 050305 11212245 18 
050124 31123422 18 050306 52344556 34 
050125 10011031 7 050307 33443664 33 
050126 10010020 4 050308 45323455 31 
050127 00110022 6 050309 34333455 30 
050128 21110143 13 050310 43333432 25 
050129 42344465 32 050311 22121002 10 
050130 34333322 23 050312 10100003 5 
050131 52226541 27 050313 00021134 11 
050201 31010201 8 050314 54325223 26 
050202 12121450 16 050315 21111003 9 
050203 14310211 13 050316 00023223 12 
050204 00011221 7 050317 23222522 20 
050205 00111010 4 050318 01011254 14 
050206 02221043 14 050319 42121002 12 
050207 33335465 32 050320 01100000 2 
050208 35333555 32 050321 00122212 10 
050209 44444444 32 050322 00011112 6 
050210 43335453 30 050323 00002131 7 
51 MAGNETIC ACTIVITY INDICES 2005 
Date К Sum Date К Sum 
050324 10003131 9 050504 22010021 8 
050325 23323435 25 050505 01011300 6 
050326 13333332 21 050506 10023322 13 
050327 22234542 24 050507 21103145 17 
050328 11110022 8 050508 55457765 44 
050329 00000113 5 050509 32221234 19 
050330 22211311 13 050510 23222123 17 
050331 13201443 18 050511 10122354 18 
050401 11211021 9 050512 24312344 23 
050402 10011200 5 050513 53323532 26 
050403 32000223 12 050514 21121120 10 
050404 11233566 27 050515 67754567 47 
050405 65344445 35 050516 55445422 31 
050406 42122424 21 050517 24322523 23 
050407 31223100 12 050518 32222211 15 
050408 30001020 6 050519 12322132 16 
050409 10000102 4 050520 34554433 31 
050410 10001000 2 050521 23333352 24 
050411 01001345 14 050522 42222211 16 
050412 44334365 32 050523 20102211 9 
050413 33444645 33 050524 10001013 6 
050414 23223343 22 050525 12010200 6 
050415 22213344 21 050526 00000000 0 
050416 31101122 11 050527 00012000 3 
050417 12101011 7 050528 02223544 22 
050418 21211213 13 050529 32232336 24 
050419 21312112 13 050530 53556666 42 
050420 34453341 27 050531 34344333 27 
050421 10101021 6 050601 42122221 16 
050422 21103132 13 050602 13111224 15 
050423 11111331 12 050603 22121221 13 
050424 22221232 16 050604 23124554 26 
050425 22222112 14 050605 43332443 26 
050426 10000021 4 050606 32201114 14 
050427 00011000 2 050607 33213222 18 
050428 00001120 4 050608 21101000 5 
050429 11222235 18 050609 01011121 7 
050430 43334435 29 050610 00000100 1 
050501 34334443 28 050611 10111123 10 
050502 32113222 16 050612 12445666 34 
050503 32123231 17 050613 54334331 26 
52 MAGNETIC ACTIVITY INDICES 2005 
Date К Sum 
050614 12112054 16 
050615 44524432 28 
050616 02355543 27 
050617 43123232 20 
050618 22212221 14 
050619 21012302 11 
050620 10020200 5 
050621 00100001 2 
050622 22132113 15 
050623 44655552 36 
050624 43232002 16 
050625 33222433 22 
050626 23122221 15 
050627 10001132 8 
050628 22111112 11 
050629 11211101 8 
050630 22212322 16 
050701 32223544 25 
050702 42232344 24 
050703 32222212 16 
050704 11021103 9 
050705 00222101 8 
050706 00101112 6 
050707 02212313 14 
050708 11111211 9 
050709 22245555 30 
050710 35465466 39 
050711 34333352 26 
050712 55355321 29 
050713 23555534 32 
050714 13222201 13 
050715 10002222 9 
050716 33212323 19 
050717 33353435 29 
050718 44323124 23 
050719 32111223 15 
050720 32244452 26 
050721 55432333 28 
050722 33123442 22 
050723 21100312 10 
050724 00022222 10 
Date К Sum 
050725 11000103 6 
050726 11000122 7 
050727 23213354 23 
050728 35234334 27 
050729 23334534 27 
050730 43312022 17 
050731 12223114 16 
050801 41353433 26 
050802 22243330 19 
050803 13212334 19 
050804 22222123 16 
050805 20011333 13 
050806 44454454 34 
050807 43342234 25 
050808 21003212 11 
050809 32111233 16 
050810 21434211 18 
050811 10002120 6 
050812 01000124 8 
050813 43243255 28 
050814 22221122 14 
050815 00022324 13 
050816 23234334 24 
050817 43223334 24 
050818 22332433 22 
050819 20022021 9 
050820 10001020 4 
050821 11012533 16 
050822 23112213 15 
050823 21122321 14 
050824 34686554 41 
050825 43224543 27 
050826 32200112 11 
050827 31010001 6 
050828 21010022 8 
050829 43220100 12 
050830 00000042 6 
050831 22325655 30 
050901 44224123 22 
050902 32434675 34 
050903 54444224 29 
53 MAGNETIC A C T I V I T Y INDICES 2005 
Date К Sum Date К Sum 
050904 44344323 27 051015 00000011 2 
050905 52232342 23 051016 11122324 16 
050906 31122322 16 051017 24224310 18 
050907 32120210 11 051018 02112330 12 
050908 21101222 11 051019 13112222 14 
050909 02145543 24 051020 20110001 5 
050910 23334655 31 051021 00010003 4 
050911 66657555 45 051022 42111010 10 
050912 44665667 44 051023 10101100 4 
050913 64355054 32 051024 11001232 10 
050914 33335442 27 051025 44142434 26 
050915 31456654 34 051026 21202552 19 
050916 32234142 21 051027 30022530 15 
050917 10123333 16 051028 10022232 12 
050918 22232121 15 051029 00110231 8 
050919 31112221 13 051030 12020132 11 
050920 01121020 7 051031 12213564 24 
050921 20011001 5 051101 32122524 21 
050922 12112221 12 051102 11121154 16 
050923 32312022 15 051103 34343454 30 
050924 10001101 4 051104 33332342 23 
050925 10132102 10 051105 23322323 20 
050926 42223244 23 051106 42223534 25 
050927 43222224 21 051107 31121222 14 
050928 22323523 22 051108 10110021 6 
050929 32121321 15 051109 20010101 5 
050930 11124224 17 051110 00200011 4 
051001 33321244 22 051111 12010321 10 
051002 43312413 21 051112 23123433 21 
051003 32220022 13 051113 33123324 21 
051004 20020020 6 051114 33122022 15 
051005 10010021 5 051115 10111001 5 
051006 10001000 2 051116 00000212 5 
051007 20022235 16 051117 00200000 2 
051008 44443254 30 051118 00001321 7 
051009 32122043 17 051119 11001554 17 
051010 21331113 15 051120 13321213 16 
051011 41012223 15 051121 12010011 6 
051012 01000001 2 051122 20212323 15 
051013 11011031 8 051123 22212222 15 
051014 11110000 4 051124 22132344 21 
58 M A G N E T I C ACTIVITY INDICES 2005 
Date К Sum 
051125 41321332 19 
051126 31020201 9 
051127 00000012 3 
051128 00113233 13 
051129 10100225 11 
051130 32233124 20 
051201 42222344 23 
051202 33333244 25 
051203 42123443 23 
051204 10022232 12 
051205 10010010 3 
051206 00000101 2 
051207 00000000 0 
051208 00000022 4 
051209 10001125 10 
051210 34311244 22 
051211 32133554 26 
051212 33222343 22 
051213 12113031 12 
051214 00100011 3 
051215 10010000 2 
051216 13121331 15 
051217 00011200 4 
051218 10011002 5 
051219 11112354 18 
051220 42223353 24 
051221 11223423 18 
051222 31010011 7 
051223 10000000 1 
051224 00022222 10 
051225 22122201 12 
051226 00011234 11 
051227 31012556 23 
051228 32233345 25 
051229 43322323 22 
051230 33220323 18 
051231 32213334 21 
55 MAGNETIC ACTIVITY INDICES 2005 
Date К Sum Date К Sum 
060101 21013222 13 060211 11111310 9 
060102 23220223 16 060212 33111200 11 
060103 20000320 7 060213 00000211 4 
060104 01010020 4 060214 00000000 0 
060105 00011012 5 060215 01221144 15 
060106 32112222 15 060216 32211122 14 
060107 21111301 10 060217 12111002 8 
060108 00111101 5 060218 00001011 3 
060109 00000000 0 060219 21111132 12 
060110 00000000 0 060220 22235544 27 
060111 00021211 7 060221 33244444 28 
060112 20100010 4 060222 43332422 23 
060113 10011212 8 060223 11111012 8 
060114 00012131 8 060224 31121000 8 
060115 32011332 15 060225 20100000 3 
060116 02233554 24 060226 12012223 13 
060117 23222121 15 060227 10001013 6 
060118 32341323 21 060228 00021123 9 
060119 10121224 13 060301 42123100 13 
060120 21012442 16 060302 00000011 2 
060121 12022000 7 060303 10000120 4 
060122 00123311 11 060304 11010002 5 
060123 23344334 26 060305 00000001 1 
060124 32221101 12 060306 00012244 13 
060125 10101244 13 060307 32311031 14 
060126 44133646 31 060308 10002032 8 
060127 32123233 19 060309 11000132 8 
060128 21011033 11 060310 12333325 22 
060129 10100101 4 060311 32321212 16 
060130 00000000 0 060312 00221230 10 
060131 01001100 3 060313 00010010 2 
060201 00001002 3 060314 00021013 7 
060202 10010122 7 060315 22333441 22 
060203 00020141 8 060316 11122412 14 
060204 33111100 10 060317 00000011 2 
060205 10111021 7 060318 01344656 29 
060206 23114344 22 060319 65545354 37 
060207 21000022 7 060320 44333355 30 
060208 20010000 3 060321 23123544 24 
060209 00101022 6 060322 32211143 17 
060210 10000034 8 060323 11100002 5 
56 MAGNETIC A C T I V I T Y INDICES 2005 
Date К Sum Date К Sum 
060324 00011123 8 060504 01225333 19 
060325 22100130 9 060505 43121101 13 
060326 10011343 13 060506 12013554 21 
060327 33101303 14 060507 33543332 26 
060328 02111122 10 060508 22111010 8 
060329 01011033 9 060509 00011102 5 
060330 10010033 8 060510 00001133 8 
060331 10111031 8 060511 33344344 28 
060401 00000100 1 060512 33324223 22 
060402 00002001 3 060513 42123233 20 
060403 00000102 3 060514 32211222 15 
060404 00221245 16 060515 11001112 7 
060405 43336342 28 060516 00000000 0 
060406 12222122 14 060517 12012202 10 
060407 10100000 2 060518 21342542 23 
060408 20021022 9 060519 22222233 18 
060409 65433345 33 060520 21111221 11 
060410 33322332 21 060521 31020332 14 
060411 11001102 6 060522 32122324 19 
060412 00010110 3 060523 31101000 6 
060413 12133333 19 060524 01022200 7 
060414 45444643 34 060525 03100023 9 
060415 33344554 31 060526 01001100 3 
060416 32222332 19 060527 00000001 1 
060417 20101123 10 060528 11122111 10 
060418 42110212 13 060529 10001002 4 
060419 20001011 5 060530 10015332 15 
060420 01033210 10 060531 31112112 12 
060421 00022422 12 060601 23232332 20 
060422 43333321 22 060602 23321321 17 
060423 12211002 9 060603 21203211 12 
060424 32121002 11 060604 11012000 5 
060425 31011110 8 060605 11001211 7 
060426 10010110 4 060606 22454463 30 
060427 10111221 9 060607 43334445 30 
060428 31432111 16 060608 33433433 26 
060429 10010002 4 060609 42232332 21 
060430 00000000 0 060610 21113332 16 
060501 01110000 3 060611 22012112 11 
060502 10101012 6 060612 00012212 8 
060503 11100112 7 060613 10001001 3 
57 MAGNETIC ACTIVITY I N D I C E S 2005 
Date К Sum Date К Sum 
060614 20121334 16 060725 33202223 17 
060615 33433333 25 060726 32022201 12 
060616 22121242 16 060727 10013334 15 
060617 23323330 19 060728 55432311 24 
060618 01221212 11 060729 20001121 7 
060619 21000000 3 060730 22100102 8 
060620 20011110 6 060731 23345324 26 
060621 00000101 2 060801 34334412 24 
060622 11111120 8 060802 22233214 19 
060623 01000100 2 060803 32011012 10 
060624 00012221 8 060804 00000011 2 
060625 20210101 7 060805 12000010 4 
060626 00010000 1 060806 00111200 5 
060627 10112323 13 060807 44454543 33 
060628 33235233 24 060808 22323331 19 
060629 32233333 22 060809 23133013 16 
060630 12223321 16 060810 10001013 6 
060701 12001010 5 060811 12222211 13 
060702 00100201 4 060812 13112221 13 
060703 02010222 9 060813 00000010 1 
060704 12225444 24 060814 11000011 4 
060705 44533333 28 060815 00020302 7 
060706 43222222 19 060816 21012112 10 
060707 11223332 17 060817 00322223 14 
060708 00100001 2 060818 34332333 24 
060709 01000014 6 060819 21036466 28 
060710 32123432 20 060820 66212232 24 
060711 01023333 15 060821 23112335 20 
060712 33255222 24 060822 41544542 29 
060713 23221012 13 060823 22311001 10 
060714 22134433 22 060824 20002312 10 
060715 12113101 10 060825 00000000 0 
060716 01001101 4 060826 10001021 5 
060717 10111121 8 060827 21133543 22 
060718 00010110 3 060828 43222333 22 
060719 10000001 2 060829 31232331 18 
060720 12102111 9 060830 10112332 13 
060721 11000010 3 060831 11312344 19 
060722 12121103 11 060901 30333455 26 
060723 21110112 9 060902 32122143 18 
060724 22221313 16 060903 22112213 14 
58 M A G N E T I C A C T I V I T Y INDICES 2005 
Date К Sum 
060904 45432333 27 
060905 22132432 19 
060906 11012140 10 
060907 11313321 15 
060908 10112212 10 
060909 20100000 3 
060910 10101122 8 
060911 32221101 12 
060912 20121111 9 
060913 12221000 8 
060914 12111101 8 
060915 10100000 2 
060916 01021202 8 
060917 11134253 20 
060918 43333454 29 
060919 22333322 20 
060920 22100110 7 
060921 00011011 4 
060922 00010021 4 
060923 10001235 12 
060924 55344233 29 
060925 30143113 16 
060926 12122233 16 
060927 31011200 8 
060928 20111113 10 
060929 30002230 10 
060930 13442324 23 
061001 55334423 29 
061002 10212232 13 
061003 21224313 18 
061004 01000320 6 
061005 10011022 7 
061006 00120001 4 
061007 00002345 14 
061008 31022122 13 
061009 01010022 6 
061010 21110011 7 
061011 10011100 4 
061012 20011213 10 
061013 22344466 31 
061014 43242554 29 
Date К Sum 
061015 22232343 21 
061016 10001133 9 
061017 00001101 3 
061018 11000020 4 
061019 00020000 2 
061020 11323433 20 
061021 43233653 29 
061022 23223344 23 
061023 10110103 7 
061024 00121032 9 
061025 11010100 4 
061026 01011000 3 
061027 11000133 9 
061028 11233445 23 
061029 43333355 29 
061030 42241311 18 
061031 30001223 11 
061101 11103222 12 
061102 30002343 15 
061103 21033120 12 
061104 32120332 16 
061105 00112210 7 
061106 00100002 3 
061107 00000000 0 
061108 10000110 3 
061109 10001346 15 
061110 54464353 34 
061111 43333544 29 
061112 32222000 11 
061113 10000000 1 
061114 01011223 10 
061115 32010033 12 
061116 42110100 9 
061117 22003100 8 
061118 00000000 0 
061119 21130001 8 
061120 00001000 1 
061121 20001000 3 
061122 00032042 11 
061123 11333444 23 
061124 33433332 24 
63 MAGNETIC ACTIVITY INDICES 2005 
Date К Sum 
061125 32322453 24 
061126 33223144 22 
061127 21231331 16 
061128 11122313 14 
061129 23110112 11 
061130 33446421 27 
061201 00011242 10 
061202 00001010 2 
061203 12000121 7 
061204 00000011 2 
061205 00041112 9 
061206 43344454 31 
061207 54444534 33 
061208 35443353 30 
061209 21100434 15 
061210 23234535 27 
061211 33321035 20 
061212 35325554 32 
061213 33110013 12 
061214 32225567 32 
061215 87446554 43 
061216 32121343 19 
061217 20100130 7 
061218 21021335 17 
061219 23133323 20 
061220 43324455 30 
061221 53333433 27 
061222 33433343 26 
061223 22323542 23 
061224 21123442 19 
061225 32212311 15 
061226 10202210 8 
061227 00000000 0 
061228 00000031 4 
061229 10000110 3 
061230 10020120 6 
061231 10010101 4 

Special phenomena 
SSC-s 2005-2006 
Date CET Ampi. Hx Ну Hz Remark 
(UT+lh) in H(nT) 
050121 1811 63 + + 
050515 0333 90 + -
050614 1935 50 + -
050711 1206 29 + -
050717 0235 15 + + 
050824 0957 53 + -
050902 1519 10 + + 
050909 1501 36 + + 
050911 0214 13 + + 
060101 1504 17 + -
060709 2235 33 + + 
060727 1452 21 + -
060807 0129 24 + + 
060818 0214 6 + + 
060819 1231 22 + + 
060904 0119 32 + + 
061208 0533 31 + + 
061214 1514 36 + -
061216 1853 28 + + 
62 
Special phenomena 
sie 2005-2006 
Date Beginning Maximum End Ampi. Sign 
GMT GMT GMT n T Нх Ну Hz Remark 
050606 0737 0744 0752 8 - - j-
051014 0927 0932 0935 5 + -
051021 1013 1017 1022 3 + -
051102 0804 0809 0814 5 + -
060127 1003 1007 1010 10 + 9 
060323 0844 0850 0856 5 + -
060331 1040 1048 1103 7 + -
060703 0551 0556 0600 6 + -
060724 0837 0843 0847 8 + + 
061122 1101 1105 1111 12 + -
061122 1336 1342 1348 13 + + 
061125 0932 0936 0938 8 + -
061210 1141 1146 1151 8 + + 
Annual mean values of geomagnetic elements 
63 
Year D H Z I X Y F 
nT nT nT nT nT 
1961 —0°23.6' 20816 42077 63°40.7' 20816 -143 46944 
1962 —0°19.6' 20827 42093 63°40.5' 20827 -119 46964 
1963 —0°14.3' 20839 42116 63° 40.4' 20839 - 8 7 46990 
1964 —0°10.5' 20845 42126 63° 40.4' 20845 -64 47001 
1965 ~0°08.T 20877 42137 63°38.6' 20877 -49 47025 
1966 —0°06.8' 20888 42156 63°38.5' 20888 - 4 1 47047 
1967 -0°06.0' 20903 42179 63°38.3' 20903 -36 47074 
1968 -0°03.0' 20921 42196 63°37.7' 20921 - 1 8 47098 
1969 0°00.2' 20942 42214 63° 36.9' 20942 1 47123 
1970 0°02.8' 20964 42235 63° 36.1' 20964 17 47152 
1971 0°04.3' 20992 42262 63°35.2' 20992 26 47188 
1972 0°06.5' 21011 42286 63° 34.7' 21011 40 47218 
1973 0°10.2' 21028 42317 63°34.6' 21028 62 47254 
1974 0°13.6' 21046 42350 63°34.5' 21046 83 47291 
1975 0°18.5' 21072 42380 63°33.8' 21072 113 47330 
1976 0°23.8' 21084 42413 63° 34.0' 21084 146 47365 
1977 0°28.8' 21106 42443* 63° 33.6'* 21105 177 47401' 
1978 0°34.6' 21108 42473* 63°34.4" 21107 212 47429" 
1979 0°41.4' 21113* 42496* 63°34.8" 21112* 254 47452" 
1980 0°46.3' 21107* 42512* 63°35.8'* 21105* 284 47463" 
1981 0°52.4' 21097* 42530* 63°37.0'* 21095* 322 47475" 
1982 0°57.5' 21078 42549 63° 38.8' 21075 353 47484 
1983 1°02.7' 21078 42581 63°39.8' 21074 384 47512 
1984 1°08.1' 21075 42601 63°40.7' 21071 417 47529 
1985 1°12.7' 21073 42625 63°41.7' 21068 446 47550 
1986 1°17.8' 21065 42660 63° 43.1' 21060 477 47577 
1987 1°21.9' 21067 42689 63° 44.0' 21061 502 47604 
1988 1°26.6' 21052 42723 63° 46.0' 21045 530 47628 
1989 1°31.3' 21041 42761 63°48.0' 21034 559 47657 
1990 1°35.5' 21044 42782 63° 48.3' 21036 584 47678 
1991 1°36.3' 21027 42816 63° 50.4' 21019 589 47701 
1992 l°38.l' 21037 42834 63° 50.4' 21028 600 47721 
1993 1°43.2' 21039 42853 63°51.0' 21030 631 47739 
1994 1°48.4' 21037 42877 63° 52.0' 21026 663 47760 
1995 1°56.6' 21052 42898 63°51.7' 21039 713 47785 
1996 2°02.0' 21062 42920 63° 51.7' 21048 747 47809 
1997 2°07.5' 21060 42955 63° 52.9' 21045 781 47839 
1998 2° 13.7' 21053 42997 63° 54.7' 21037 819 47875 
1999 2° 18.3' 21055 43030 63° 55.6' 21038 847 47905 
A N N U A L M E A N S O F G E O M A G N E T I C E L E M E N T S 
Year D H Z I X Y F 
nT nT nT nT nT 
2000 2° 23.7' 21054 43068 63°56.9' 21035 880 47938 
2001 2°28.4' 21064 43099 63° 57.2' 21045 909 47972 
2002 2° 33.7' 21072 43136 63°57.9' 21051 942 48008 
2003 2°39.6' 21071 43180 63°59.3' 21048 978 48047 
2004 2° 44.4' 21084 43208 63°59.4' 21060 1008 48078 
2005 2°49.2' 21097 43240 63°59.5' 21071 1038 48112 
2006 2°57.0' 21116 43261 63°59.0' 21088 1087 48140 
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3. ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY 
A N D THE IONOSPHERE 
ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY DATA 
Hourly means of the potential gradient 
Atmospheric electricity data have been published since 1962. This table con-
tains the hourly average values of the potential gradient expressed in V/m. The 
date column gives year, month, day (e.g. 990101 indicates 1999 January 1). Hourly 
averages have been taken only from hours having a recording period of 30 minutes 
or more. If values were available only for part of an hour the average is entered in 
square brackets [ ]. These data have been used in the determination of the daily 
means. Values uncertain for some reason are entered in round brackets ( ) and 
have not been used in calculating daily means. Daily means of each day with 24 
hours of recording are entered. However, loss of a maximum of one hour's data 
out of twelve (for example, on account of instrument maintenance or calibration) 
has not precluded entering this mean value. In hours marked by S the value of 
the potential gradient exceeded permanently or several times the measuring limits 
of the equipment making the determination of an hourly average impossible. The 
direction of the deviations is marked by signs. OBS indicates that the potential 
gradient exceeded the measuring limits of the equipment both in positive and neg-
ative directions. Gaps of some days are generally due to missing records. Data are 
presented in universal time (GMT). 
See CD (data visualization: program Seenck.exe, menu item AtmElectr/ 
Potgrad; path: \Nckobs\Atmelect\Potgrad\) . 
Atmospheric electric potential gradient, Jan-Feb-Mar 2005 
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SCHUMANN RESONANCE OBSERVATIONS 
G . SÁTORI 
Schumann resonances are the electromagnetic eigenmodes of the Earth-
ionosphere cavity maintained by the world thunderstorm activity (Schumann 1952). 
The first efforts were already made in sixties to record the variations of the 
natural electromagnetic energy source in the Schumann resonance (SR) frequency 
range. P Bencze constructed an equipment for measuring SR and reported on the 
first results together with A Ádám (Ádám and Bencze 1963). 
The experiments were renewed in eighties to realize the continuous measure-
ments of Schumann resonance frequencies and amplitudes. Since May of 1993, the 
vertical electric field component in SR frequency range between 2 and 25 Hz has 
regularly been measured in the Nagycenk Observatory (47.6°N, 16.7°E) using a 
very stable ball-antenna, a preamplifier with high input impedance and low noise, 
an amplifier and a personal computer with high speed, multi-channel AD-converter. 
The complex demodulation as a spectral technique has been applied for the quasi-
continuous determination of the actual peak-frequencies and the corresponding am-
plitudes of the first three SR modes (Sátori et al. 1996). 
Using convolution filters the phase-variations of the complex wave vector relat-
ing to the central period of the filters are determined. By computing the phase 
changes versus time the frequency (and the amplitude) can also be monitored in 
time. Using this spectral technique, the frequency can be determined within a given 
range of frequencies, in the case applied here in the frequency range of the first three 
Schumann-resonance modes, namely between 7-9 Hz, 13-15 Hz and 19-21 Hz. An 
alternate sampling and computation process yields a quasi real-time technique. 
The horizontal magnetic field components (north-south and east-west) have reg-
ularly been measured since January of 1997 using induction coils. The spectral 
technique is the same as in case of the vertical electric field component. 
The electronics of the SR recording system was developed by J Pongrácz and 
J Horváth, the ball-antenna was constructed by Gy Pállá. 
Recording SR-transients started in the frame of US-Hungarian Joint Found 
(JF.554) in 1998. These events, so called Q-bursts. are excited by individual ener-
getic lighning strokes. 
The hourly averages of the peak-frequencies and the amplitudes for the first 
three modes and SR transients for selected time periods (international campaignes) 
7 6 G. S Á T O R I 
are available (e-mail: satori@ggki.hu). Figure 1 shows Schumann resonance record-
ing system with the ball-antenna for the measurement of the vertical electric field 
component, as well as the two induction coils for the horizontal north-south and 
east-west magnetic field components. Figure 2, as example, exhibits the daily fre-
quency and amplitude variations of the first three modes characteristic for a winter 
month. Figure 3 depicts a SR-transient. 
Some resul ts based on S R observations 
The observation of Schumann resonances is important from the point of view of 
the world thunderstorm activity in the troposphere, as well as the different emissions 
(red sprite, blue jet, elves) induced by lightning strokes and large scale influences 
of extraterrestrial origin in the lowest ionosphere. 
The semiannual variations of SR amplitudes measured at the Nagycenk Obser-
vatory, Central Europe, are the manifestation of the semiannual variation of the 
surface air temperature in the tropical continental regions (Sátori and Zieger 1996). 
The latter is due to the semiannual wave of solar insolation with maxima at the 
equinoxes. The magnitude of the semiannual temperature variation is about 1.5-2.0 
°C. The high signfficance level of the semiannual variation of the SR amplitudes at 
Nagycenk shows that the quality of this SR data set makes it suitable for detecting 
temperature variations at the level of some tenths of a degree centigrade. In this 
way, the observation of the SR amplitudes/intensities have great importance from 
the point of view of global climatic changes. 
Parameters of global thunderstorm activity were deduced from the long term 
Schumann resonance records at Nagycenk (Nickolaenko et al. 1998). 
The ENSO (El Nino Southern Oscillation) phenomenon is among others char-
acterized by sea surface temperature anomaly in the equatorial Pacific which can 
affect weather patterns around the world. A meridional redistribution of the world 
thunderstorm activity was deduced from the variations of SR frequencies on the 
ENSO time scale observed at Nagycenk (Sátori and Zieger 1999). 
Lightning properties of the two tropical continental chimneys, the Congo and 
Amazon basins were compared based on Schumann resonance measurements at 
Nagycenk. Hungary and Rhode Island, USA and satellite observations (Williams 
and Sátori 2004). 
See CD (data visualization: program Seenck.exe, menu item SchumannRes: 
path: \Nckobs\Schumann\). 
Schumann Resonance Recording System 
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Fig. 2. Hourly means of SR frequencies in Ez (top) and relative amplitudes in 
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H(E-W) 
Fig. 3. SR-transient recorded at Nagycenk. Time markers include intervals 
of 100 ms. The horizontal broken lines indicate the trigger level of ±0.6 V 
E (vert) 
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Meteorological data, Mar-Apr 2005 
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Meteorological data, May-Jun 2005 
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Meteorological data, Jul-Aug 2005 
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Meteorological data, Sep-Oct 2005 
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Meteorological data, Nov-Dec 2005 
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Meteorological data, Mar-Apr 2006 
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Meteorological data, May-Jun 2006 
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II. LATEST STUDIES 
LIGHTNING INDUCED SCHUMANN RESONANCE 
TRANSIENTS AND SPRITES 
J. BÓR and G . SÁTORI 
The results presented here is a contribution to the EUROSPRITE2Ü03 campaign 
(Neubert et al. 2005 ) based on the observations of Schumann resonance transients 
recorded at the Széchenyi István Geophysical Observatory at Nagycenk. 
Electromagnetic waves radiated by a lightning discharge in the lowest band of 
the ELF (Extremely Low Frequency: 3 Hz -3 kHz) range can excite the earth-
ionosphere cavity. The resonance frequencies, known as Schumann resonances (SR) 
(Schumann 1952), are determined by the effective circumference of the earth and 
the phase speed of electromagnetic waves in the earth-ionosphere waveguide. The 
fundamental resonant frequency is close to 8 Hz. with higher-order modes spaced at 
intervals of about 6 Hz. Schumann resonance observations started in the Széchenyi 
István Geophysical Observatory at Nagycenk in 1993 (Sátori et al. 1996). Energetic 
lightning discharges excite the cavity, and the pulsed discrete variations, lasting for a 
fraction of a second, appear as coherent signals in the vertical electric and horizontal 
magnetic field components superimposed on the background ELF noise. 
The energetic and mainly positive cloud-to-ground discharges (+CG) are very 
often accompanied by transient luminous events (TLEs) occurring between the top 
of the thunderstorms and the lower ionosphere. One of the TLEs, known as sprite, 
occupies huge space with vertical extension of 30-60 km and diameter of 5 15 km. 
Their lifetime is only some tens milliseconds. This was the reason why they were 
discovered rather late in 1989, apart from anecdotal evidences for many years, and 
documented in scientific journal in 1990 (Frantz 1990). 
The charge moment (CM) change of a discharge is the amount of charge times the 
distance it has been moved. This parameter has been shown to be more relevant 
in quantifying the ability of a lightning stroke to generate TLEs than the often 
measured peak current of a discharge (Huang et al. 1999). 
From SR transients, one can estimate the CM change of a flash. SRs were 
detected during the TLE observation campaign in the frequency band 5-30 Hz 
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IF 
a) 
Fig. 1. a) Sprite on August, 28, 2003 at 23:11:10.839 UT. b) SR transients recorded in the horizontal 
magnetic (HNS and HEW) and vertical electric EZ field components at Nagycenk. Hungary. The 
estimated charge moment change is about 2200 Ckm. The arrow and dashed line mark the 
time of sprite 
at Nagycenk, Hungary. The CM changes associated with the +CGs that were 
identified for sprite events (a group of TLEs) were calculated by using one of the 
methods described by Huang et ai. (1999), which assumes an exponential decay of 
the lightning current. Spectra of the SR field components depend on the source-
observer distance, which is known from lightning detection networks. The ratio of 
the observed and theoretical spectra of each SR. field component computed for the 
distance of the causative flash gives the current moment spectrum of the discharge. 
CM estimation is based on finding that exponential function for which the Fourier 
transform gives the best approximation of the current moment spectrum (Burke 
and Jones 1996, Huang et al. 1999). Theoretical spectra are calculated assuming 
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Fig. 2. a) Sprite generated by intracloud (1С) discharges on July 23, 2003 at 21:34:58.160 UT. 
b) SR transients recorded at Nagycenk, Hungary. Dashed line indicates the time of t he sprite. 
The charge moment change is 800 Ckm computed from the SR t ransient following the spri te 
a vertical dipole discharge approximation (Wait 1962), and EM wave propagation 
from the source to the observer in the earth-ionosphere waveguide with a perfectly 
conducting ground and an ionospheric conductivity that is isotropic and given by 
the mean of three conductivity profiles (Jones 1967). The method has been shown 
to give good correspondence between measured and observed spectra (Jones and 
Kemp 1970). 
One example of a sprite over South-Eastern France on August 28 at 23:11:10.839 
UT, and the SR transient from the causative + C G are shown in Fig. 1. T h e CM 
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Fig. 3. Histogram of charge moment (CM) changes deduced from 76 Schumann resonance (SR) 
transients recorded at Nagycenk. Hungary and excited by sprite producing parent strokes 
change estimated for this event is 2200 Ckin. Another example of sprite generated 
by intracloud (1С) discharges on Ju ly 23, 2003 at 21:34:58.160 U T and SR transients 
recorded at Xagvcenk, Hungary are presented in Fig. 2. The distribution of CM 
change estimates is shown in Fig. 3. Out of the 101 TLE events, 76 SRs were 
suitable to deduce CM changes. The largest value reached is about 4500 Ckm, 
while the typical values are about 300-700 Ckm. 
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VARIATION OF GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY 
- A STUDY BASED ON 50 YEARS TELLURIC 
OBSERVATIONS AT NAGYCENK OBSERVATORY 
Á . K i s , A . KOPPAN. I. LEMPERGER, T . PRODÁN, 
J . SZENDRŐI, J . VERŐ, V . WESZTERGOM 
Introduction 
From the ground based magnetometer measurement different activity indices 
are obtained. Some of them cover many solar cycles: К index was introduced by 
Bartels in 1939, Ap index is available since 1932. Many features of the geomagnetic 
and solar activity have been discovered by spectral and statistical analysis of the 
uninterrupted time series of indices. Beside the well known 11 year and annual 
cycle, and the coronal holes related 27 days recurrence period, a 13.5 day period 
was found recently. The semi-annual and annual variabilities are related to the 
tilt of the Earth 's orbit to the Sun's rotation axis. The 11 year variability of the 
geomagnetic activity is more or less correlated with the solar activity cycles but in 
the geomagnetic activity three major peaks appear according to the dominance of 
different sources. 
Nagycenk Observatory has been providing a special activity index called T scaled 
from continuous telluric (geoelectric) recording. The telluric field is generated by the 
time variation of the geomagnetic field (curl E = —dB/dt) therefore T characterises 
the higher frequencies in comparison with the magnetic range indices (since E is 
proportional with the angular frequency of the geomagnetic variation). Statistical 
analysis of T confirms the main characteristics of geomagnetic activity known from 
numerous former studies (e.g. Schreiber 1998) but slight differences are found due 
to the dominating higher frequency variations like giant pulsations. 
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T index data series 
The high time resolution Earth current measurements started in 1957 at 
Nagycenk Geophysical Observatory (NGO). The 3 hour T index is scaled from 
0 to 9 characterizing the geoelectric activity during 3 hour intervals corresponding 
to the largest range covered by the variation of Ex and Ey. The (daily) T index 
is the sum of the corresponding three hour T index values. The ten classes of the 
range are scaled with a linear step of 1.8 mV/km. Before the digital recording, 
i.e. from 1957 to the early nineties, the data series of the T index were obtained 
from the so-called normal run Earth current recordings (25 mm/hour) . To ensure a 
continuous digital data for almost five decades, the earlier data has been carefully 
transformed to digital format by hand. This way we obtained a uniform (digital) 
data series for the past 48 years. The 3-hour interval proved to be an adequate 
indicator of geomagnetic transient events and to provide a suitable time resolution 
as well. 
Like any other geoelectric and geomagnetic indices, the T index also has its limi-
tations. The activity level is strongly affected by the local time, by the geomagnetic 
latitude and by the local geological structure (i.e., the spatial distribution of the 
conductivity); the latter can strongly influence the electric field. According to the 
earlier investigations (Ádám and Verő 1967, 1981) the observatory lies on the slope 
of a local crystalline basement. The thickness of the conductive sediment is about 
1500 m. This fact implies that the periods of the variations shorter than 8 min lie in 
the magnetotelluric (MT) S-interval, i.e. in the increasing branch of MT sounding 
curves, which represent the high-resistivity basement. This means that the phase 
shift between the electric and the magnetic field is close to zero and the surface 
impedance is nearly constant. 
Corresponding to the outlined conditions, the magnetic and electric variations 
expressed in nT and mV/km, respectively, have the same numerical value during 
normal (i.e. quiet) daily variations. The numerical value of electric variations are 
about 2-5 times larger than the corresponding magnetic ones during in the period 
range of substorms and about 100 times larger in the scale frequency of pulsations. 
Slight anisotropy is caused by regional effects. The transfer function between the 
magnetic and electric field components is routinely determined in order to check 
the scale value of the measurements in the observatory. 
The thick conductive sediment preserves the observation site from the man-
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made disturbances. General analysis of the man-made ULF noise was carried out 
by Villante et al. (2004) at NGO and other observatories. From this analysis it 
was concluded that the man-made noise amplitude at NGO is orders of magnitude 
lower than the variations caused by natural effects, however the spectral analysis of 
long time data series might be influenced by working days of stronger effects and 
reduced weekend noise levels. To conclude, the T index determined from records at 
NGO is minimally distorted and it can be regarded as a valuable and representative 
indicator of geomagnetic induction. 
Analysis of the T index 
Fore some reasons the geoelectric field is seldom measured continuously and its 
nature is much less known than the characteristics of the geomagnetic field. The 
knowledge of the long term characteristics of the geoelectric field is of increasing 
importance in several space weather applications, especially in geomagnetic risk 
assessments. This fact also increases the value of the T index data series. 
In our study we present a statistical analysis of the T index for the recent 47 
years and its correlation with solar activity and the Ap index. 
Fig. 1 presents from top to bottom the T index and the sunspot number versus 
time for the time period under investigation. Both the T index and the sunspot 
number data series were smoothed with a 1-year running average in order to filter 
out the high- frequency fluctuations and to be able to study the long-term variations. 
The sunspot number variation, which reflects the changes in solar activity, seems 
to have minimal effect on the T index variation, i.e. on the geoelectric activity. 
Fig. 2 presents the unbiased covariance value between the T index and the 
total sunspot number. As it can be seen, the unbiased covariance does not have a 
maximum value at year 0, instead it has a local maximum at ~ 2.7 years. 
Figure 3 presents the Ap index versus the T index. Both the Ap and the T 
indices were one year averaged. It can be seen that the Ap and the T indices are 
almost linearly correlated. This is clearly demonstrated on the upper panel of Fig. 
4, where the unbiased covariance between the 27 day averaged T and the Ap indices 
is shown. The lower panel in Fig. 4. presents the T index versus the Ap index. The 
occurrence of high geomagnetic activity and its coincidence with high value of the 
induced electric helds shows that the Ap and the T indices reflect essentially the 
same geoelectromagnetic activity. The almost linear relation between the Ap and 
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Fig. 1. Fifty years of T index (top) and sunspot number (bottom) data smoothed 
with one year running average are plotted 
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Fig. 2. Unbiased cross-covariance between sunspot number and T index 
the T indices suggests that the Ap indices can be calculated from the T indices. 
However, some differences might result between the observed and the calculated Ap 
indices, since the T index is influenced by the pulsation activity. 
In order to study the average variation of the T index, we superposed and 
normalized the T index values for each year beginning with the year 1957 up to 
2005. As it can be observed in Fig. 5, the yearly averaged T index presents two 
maximums during one year t ime period. This yearly average wave has a clear 
six-month periodicity. Both equinoctial maxima are roughly of the same level, 
however the summer values are slightly higher than the winter ones. This deeper 
winter activity in our opinion might be connected to the winter anomaly, which is 
a decrease of the pulsation activity in high solar activity years. 
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In the power spectrum of daily T sums shown Fig. 6 a significant peak occur at 
11 years which can be related to the solar cycle. At shorter periods there is a lot of 
peaks between 1 and 11 years possibly resulting from the irregular form of solar cycle 
wave. The well known half-year wave of geoelectromagnetic activity is the strongest 
in its period range but there is also a yearly wave which can be due to a change in 
the direction of the geomagnetic disturbance vectors as the resistivity tensor of the 
Nagycenk Observatory is slightly elongated towards E-W (or ENE-WSW). 
The next higher frequency group of peaks belongs to the 27-day rotation of 
the Sun together with its second and third harmonics moreover as rather small 
peak at about 28 days might be due to the influence of the Moon. The 13.5 day 
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Fig. 5. Forty year average of daily T index at each day of year and its 27-day 
running average curve 
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Fig. 6. The well known spectral peaks are indicated on the spectra of the T index. 
(The 11 year solar cycle is the outside right peak) 
quasv- periodicity peak also clearly appears on the spectra produced by two-stream 
structures (Mursula and Zieger 1996). 
Conc lus ions 
Nearly fifty years long t ime series of the NCK observatory is a representative, 
homogeneous and unique da ta set for statistical analysis of the long-term variation 
of the geomagnetic induction effect. 
The present study compared earth-current (telluric) activity index T with 
sunspot number and geomagnetic Ap indices. Occurrence of high geomagnetically 
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induced electric fields and their coincidence with the phases of solar activity is less 
clear than that of maximum magnetic activity but it was shown that Ap and T 
indices reflect essentially the same geoelectroniagnetic activity which is turn corre-
lated with sunspot number. As the weights of variations with different periods are 
rather different in geomagnetic and earth-current indices there are also differences 
between the two kinds of activities. It is tried to identify such differences between 
the two time series and also in the connection with solar activity t ime series. Sev-
eral kinds of differences result from the influence of the pulsation activity on the 
T index. With the help of a polynomial connection between Kp and T indices ex-
pected values can be computed from Kp for T. The difference of the observed and 
computed T indices may contain information about the effect of changing spectrum 
of geoelectromagnetic activity on these indices. 
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CONNECTION BETWEEN WHISTLERS AND Pc3 PULSATION 
ACTIVITY AT TIME PERIODS OF QUIET AND DISTURBED 
GEOMAGNETIC CONDITIONS 
Á . K i s 1 , A . KOPPAN 1 , I . LEMPERGER1 , T . PRODÁN1 , V . WESZTERGOM1 , 
J . SZENDRŐI1, C s . FERENCZ2 , J . LLCHTENBERGER2 
Geodetic and Geophysical Research Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
"Space Research Group, Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary 
We investigate the connection between whistlers and Pc3 pulsation activity. For our 
investigation we used magnetic data provided by the Nagycenk Geophysical Observatory 
(L ~ 2) and whistler data from the nearby Tihany Geophysical Observatory recorded in 
year 2003. Both whistler and Pc3 pulsation data is hourly data. The whistler data provides 
the number of whistlers observed in one hour time period, while the Pc3 pulsation data 
presents the maximum amplitude value in the frequency range of Pc3 pulsations for the 
same time period. Our results show that in contrary to previous results (Verő et ah, 
1997) there is no visible correlation between the Pc3 pulsation intensity and the whistler 
occurance frequency. However, for the time periods of strong geomagnetic disturbances 
the appearance of whistlers in unusually large numbers is followed by Pc3 activity of large 
intensity. 
Introduct ion 
Two of the most important physical phenomena which are closely related to the 
plasma condition of the magnetosphere are the whistler waves and the Pc3 type 
geomagnetic pulsations. The practical advantage of whistlers and pulsations is that 
both can be studied by using ground measurements, therefore the data is more eas-
ily accessible than the data provided by sophisticated and expensive in-situ satellite 
measurements. Generally speaking, mid-latitude geomagnetic pulsations can be 
divided into two typical groups. While both types draw their energy from the so-
called upstream waves (from now on: UW), the first type is driven directly by UW 
which are only slightly modified during their travel through the magnetosphere and 
as a consequence in the limited range of mid-latitudes they have practically the 
same period (and frequency). On the other hand, the second type is generated by a 
resonance mechanism of the geomagnetic field lines due to excitation by UW. The 
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latter type of pulsation is called Field Line Resonance (FLR). The period (and the 
frequency) of FLR is a function of latitude. The variation of the FLR-type pulsation 
frequency with latitude is easy to understand if we take into consideration that the 
geomagnetic field line length changes with latitude. It is worth mentioning that 
the exact physical mechanism of energy transfer and coupling from the UW to the 
ground is not completely understood neither in the case of UW-type pulsation nor 
in the case of FLR. In order to be able to distinguish between UW and FLR type 
pulsations several meridional arrays were organised with the Nagycenk Observatory 
(XCK) in the center. In the first array, periods changed with latitude in roughly half 
of the events, sometimes smoothly, sometimes stepwise with latitude (Cz. Miletis 
1980). Based on the results of the continuous studies became evident that by us-
ing data from a network of meridional array geomagnetic observatories FLR and 
UW type pulsations can be identified with high accuracy. A more comprehensive 
description of the results can be found in the review article by Verő (1986). The 
whistler waves have their source in terrestrial lightning. It is widely accepted the 
idea that at lightning a non-monochromatic very low frequency (VLF) wave package 
is generated which is (at least partially) able to step out into the magnetosphere. 
Afterwards this wave is traveling parallel mostly to the geomagnetic field lines and 
can be detected on-ground on the conjugate point of the field line on the other 
hemisphere. During its propagation in the magnetospheric region the wave package 
becomes highly dispersed. Maeda and Kimura (1956) were the first to show that 
propagation along the field lines would be impossible without 'ducts'. Smith (1960) 
and Smith et al. (1960) presented the theory for the propagation in ducts. Walker 
(1976). Laird and Nunn (1975) and Strangeways (1982) contributed significantly 
to this theory. Ducts have no sharp boundaries; they are more smoothly varying 
enhancements in electron density. Also it is known that the same whistler may 
propagate in numerous close ducts. However, the existence of these ducts still it 
is as open question. Multiple whistlers, which result from the same lightning, but 
propagate on different paths, support the idea of the existence of ducts. Lichten-
berger (1994) determined the angle between the propagation of whistlers and the 
direction of the magnetic field. These angle values (10 to 15 degrees) also support 
the existence of ducts since without a duct the angle would be much larger. On the 
other hand, there are recently published new results which question the necessity 
of ducts in the propagation mechanism of whistlers (O. Ferencz et al. 2006). For 
a detailed discussion and description on whistlers see Cs. Ferencz et al. (2001). 
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Fig. 1. Maximum amplitude in Pc3 activity versus t ime recorded in year 2003 
at XCK. Each diamond-shaped symbol represents the maximum amplitude in Pc3 
frequency range for the respective one-hour time period in a linear-linear scale. This 
method (i.e. taking the maximum value instead of an averaged value) gives back 
more accurately the intensity of the individual events 
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Fig. 2. Maximum amplitude in P c 3 activity versus time in lin-log scale 
Verő et al. (1997) analyzed the supposition that whistler ducts and geomagnetic 
field line shells are closely connected with each other as they appear simultaneously 
with enhanced probability. They found a very close connection between the oocu-
rance frequency of whistlers and geomagnetic Pc3 pulsation activity. According to 
their results the connection is nearly linear: if there are no whistlers, the pulsation 
activity is either extremely low or no pulsation activity exists. In our study we 
expand these earlier studies by verifying the connection between the Pc3 pulsation 
activity and whistlers. We approached the problem by using statistical methods, 
but we analyze individual events also. 
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Fig. 3. Maximum amplitude in РсЗ activity versus time in lin-log scale. 
Fig. 4. РсЗ activity and whistler number versus time for the year 2UU3 
Observat ions and Discuss ion 
Statistical Results: General Behavior 
For our investigation we used magnetic data provided by the Nagycenk Geophys-
ical Observatory (NCK) situated at L ~ 2 and whistler da ta from the nearby Tihany 
Geophysical Observatory (TGO) recorded in year 2003. Both whistler and РсЗ 
pulsation data is hourly data. The whistler data provides the number of whistlers 
observed in one hour time period, while the РсЗ pulsation data presents the max-
imum amplitude value in the frequency range of РсЗ pulsations for the same time 
period. This method (i.e. taking the maximum value instead of an hourly averaged 
value) gives back more accurately in our opinion the intensity of the individual 
events. Figure 1 presents the maximum amplitude in РсЗ pulsation activity (from 
now on: РсЗ activity) in arbitrary units versus time in linear-linear scale recorded 
in year 2003. Each diamond-shaped symbol represents the maximum amplitude in 
РсЗ frequency range for the respective one-hour time period. Figure 2 also presents 
the РсЗ activity versus time, but in a linear-logarithmic scale. It can be seen that 
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besides the more quiet time periods there are to be found a significant number of 
events which are characterized with orders of magnitude higher РсЗ activity. The 
time gaps where the pulsation activity value is missing are due to lack of reliable 
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Fig. 7. РсЗ activity and whistler number versus time 
data from the observatory records. Figure 3 presents the number of whistlers (i.e. 
the number of whistlers observed during one hour time period) versus time for the 
year 2003. It can be seen that there are events with very high whistler occurrence 
and it seems that these events appear more in groups rather than being scattered 
in time. In Figure 4 for better visibility we over plotted the РсЗ activity and the 
number of whistlers versus time in linear-linear scale. In order to investigate the 
connection between the whistlers and the РсЗ activity we plotted the hourly whistler 
number versus the maximum value of РсЗ activity for the same hour in Figure 5. 
It can be seen that the number of whistlers is not correlated with the РсЗ activity. 
Whistlers occur in high numbers during times of low РсЗ activity and high РсЗ 
activity does not necessary means the presence of whistlers in high numbers. This 
is in contradiction with the results by Verő et al. (1997), who found a clear, almost 
linear connection between the whistler number and the РсЗ activity. The explana-
tion of the discrepancy between the previous and our results might be that for our 
investigation we used an hourly РсЗ activity, while Verő et al. (1997) used a daily 
pulsation index. The fact that by using an hourly РсЗ activity we were not able to 
reproduce the previous results shows the complexity of the problem. For an exact 
answer more investigation is needed. For now we can only conclude, that we found 
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no evidence of correlation between the hourly occurrence frequency of whistlers and 
the hourly Pc3 activity. 
Individual Events 
In our study of individual events we focused on time periods of strong geomag-
netic disturbances. We choose two events from the year 2003, when the geomagnetic 
Dst index indicates the occurrence of large geomagnetic storms. Figure 6 presents 
the Dst index versus time from the last period of year 2003. It can be seen that 
during this time period two major geomagnetic disturbance events occurred. Figure 
7 presents the hourly whistler number and the Pc3 activity for the same time pe-
riod. If we compare Figure 6 and with Figure 7 we can observe that after the strong 
geomagnetic disturbances (reflected in the Dst index) whistlers appear in an unusu-
ally high number, which is followed by intense Pc3 activity. The sequence of events 
is the same in both cases, however the time periods between them is not exactly 
the same. In our opinion this might be the consequence of changes in the value of 
plasma parameters in the near Earth environment. In order to completely under-
stand the physical mechanism which leads to this chain of events further analysis is 
needed. In any case, our results are the first to suggest that a strong geomagnetic 
storm changes the near Earth plasma environment in such a way, that leads to an 
unusually high whistler occurance and enhanced Pc3 activity. 
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TIME VARIATION OF ELECTRIC POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES 
ON TREE TRUNK 
A . KOPPÁN, L. SZARKA, V . WESZTERGOM 
Introduction 
Bioelectric phenomena at tissue and organism levels are sometimes less known 
in plants than in animals, although the problem of plants seems to be simpler than 
that of animals or humans. In situ electrical measurements on plants especially on 
trees have proven to be very difficult. Investigation of bioelectric phenomena of trees 
became widespread in the last decades, but many question remained unanswered, 
e.g. the true relationship between life- functions of the tree and the measured 
electric signals. The effect of the environment on the electric signals is also not yet 
fully explained. 
Measurements and some results 
We started the first bioelectric experiments in 1995, primarily focusing on the 
measurements of electric potential differences (EPD) on the tree trunks. The EPDs 
were recorded continuously for four years (between 17.05.1997 and 28.02.2002) at 
the Széchenyi István Geophysical Observatory. As shown in Fig. 1 a -b , sixteen 
non-polarizing electrodes were inserted beneath the cambium into the sapwood of 
a turkey oak (Quercus cerris L.) at four height levels (at 0, 2, 4 and 6 m), and 
at each height level four electrodes (corresponding to S, W, N and E sides of the 
tree) were installed. The EPDs were measured between the trunk electrodes and a 
common ground. The sampling interval was kept as short as 1 sec, and 1 minute 
mean values were continuously recorded. 
The electric potential differences on tree trunks change over time. The most 
noticeable variation is the regular daily fluctuation whose amplitude is a few tens 
of mV. The daily activity is most likely related to the transpirations daily rhythm. 
The amplitude of the daily fluctuations shows a characteristic seasonal variation 
as well, with two maxima. The first peak occurs at frondescence (due to the very 
intense transport processes within the tree), while the second one appears in early 
summer (Koppán et al. 2000). Beyond the temporal changes we investigated the 
spatial variations of EDPs. too (Koppán et al. 2005). 
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Fig. 1. The electric potential difference measuring system in the Nagycenk Observatory 
After determining the variations of the electric potential differences and their 
characteristics the next step was to define which internal processes and environmen-
tal parameters might be the source for the formation and changes of the electric 
potential differences. The most important internal process is the axial water trans-
port in the tree trunk. This fact is confirmed by the correlation analysis of the sap 
flow and electric potential difference data (Fig. "2.), which showed a close connection 
between the two data series. The sap flow was simultaneously recorded from July 
1999 to December 1999 with Graniers radial flowmeter technique (Granier 1987) by 
using a four-channel (four thermocouples) system. 
In order to understand the tree - environment interactions, it is important to 
study, which environmental factors could directly or indirectly affect the EPDs. We 
revealed relationships between the variations of the EPDs and various meteorolog-
ical/geophysical parameters (recorded at the Observatory) by using a multivariate 
statistical analysis, although the assessment of the results is difficult due to the 
many unseparable external and internal factors, acting simultaneously. Such mea-
surements are carried out nowadays in frame of a complex geoenvironmental project, 
in cooperation with the University of West-Hungary (Gribovszki et al. 2004). 
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Fig. 2. Variation of electric potential differences (top) and the sap flux index "KÖ (bottom) 
derived from Granier (1987) thermometric method ( 14-20 September 1999) 
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A STUDY ON THE LONG TERM BEHAVIOR 
OF THE IMPEDANCE TENSOR AT 
NAGYCENK GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 
I. LEMPERGER, Á . K i s , A . NOVAK, J . SZENDRŐI, 
V . WESZTERGOM, P . BENCZE, L. SZARKA 
In the Observatory, a parallel monitoring and registration of geomagnetic a n d telluric 
variations has been carried on for more then fifty years. At the first approach we started 
to compare the spectral energy distribution of the minute mean value horizontal telluric 
and magnet ic components of the last four years. The impedance tensors s p e c t r a have 
been calculated by using one day time intervals for the whole four years. Based on the 
plane wave assumption we expected some s tab le behavior of t he transfer funct ion. On the 
contrary cer ta in periods has been found in t h e t ime variation of some spectral component . 
This appeared mostly in the phase of the tensor elements. Dominant spectral peaks have 
been shown at periods of 93 days and one year related to seasonal variation and the 
Ear th orbi t ing respectively. So as to extend our examination on longer time interval , we 
s tar ted to digitize the analogue telluric and magnet ic records we archived since 1962. We 
also propose to investigate the deviation of es t imated apparent resistivity curves resulting 
from the above variation of the impedance tensor and to analyse the long t e r m behavior 
of some magnetotelluric invariants. 
Introduct ion 
Magnetotelluric studies provide important contribution to our knowledge of the 
subsurface structures. Assuming that the resistivity horizontally homogeneous and 
the EM field variations are also homogenous at the characteristic scale size of the 
studied area the resistivity distribution can be derived directly from electric and 
magnetic field observation. The rate of the variation of horizontal electric and 
magnetic field at each frequency band is namely the impedance function. The ap-
parent resistivity values obtained by this transfer function on different frequencies 
is related to the electrical resistivity in different depth below the surface. Longer 
period samples deeper structures. But the values of this transfer function depends 
on the underground conductivity distribution as well as on the geometry of the 
source. Thus the well-known magnetotelluric data processing and analysis results 
systematic error so called source effect. In most cases the plane wave assumption 
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gives good approach (Cagniard 1953, Price 1953), but at high latitudes the auro-
ral electrojet and at low latitudes (the magnetic equator) the equatorial electrojet 
causes such a distortion. This paper is a brief summary of our works focusing on 
the possible source effect in mid latitudes especially which can be shown based on 
the data of the Nagycenk Geophysical Observatory. 
Geomagnet ic and tel luric data 
The Széchenyi István Geophysical Obsevatory was founded in 1957. Since the 
beginning the observatory provides continuous ear th current and geomagnetic ob-
servations with control of absolute measurements. The potential differences are 
measured in North-South and East-West directions with electrode spacing of 500 m 
and recorded with 1 sec and 10 sec sampling rate. Low polarization lead plate 
electrodes are buried about 2 m below the surface. Resolution of recording is 
20000 mV/km/2 1 4 bit. Geomagnetic variations are recorded by the ARGOS system 
which is developed by the Geomagnetism Group of British Geological Survey as a 
PC based automatic observatory equipped with triaxial fluxgate and proton mag-
netometer in D D / D I configuration. 10 second samples are used to provide minute 
values centered on the minute by means of a 7-point cosine filter. The resolution 
and dynamic range of the triaxial fluxgate and the proton magnetometer is 0.1 nT, 
±500 nT/±400 n T and 0.1 nT, 10000-90000 nT respectively. 
The data recorded by the ARGOS system had been checked on before archiving 
and in cases of system failure the missing data has been rectified by means of the 
geomagnetic t ime serial measured by the backup system (DR02). 
The observatory lies on a thick conductive sediment and is surrounded by a 
National Park preserving the site from far industrial noise and manmade activity. 
The selected interval is a four year period (2000-2003), which is in the ascending 
phase of the solar activity just after the minimum. 
D a t a Process ing 
As mentioned above the geomagnetic data used in this work was free of gaps so 
no interpolation should be applied. Whereas the telluric time serial was not con-
tinuous, in cases of few minute long missing intervals spline interpolation seemed 
to provide reliable data. Unfortunately in the last days of June, 2000 we had a 
2 -3 day long system failure which was impossible to bridge accurately. Except that 
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critical interval less than 100 data sample had been interpolated and none of the 
gaps was longer than 10 samples (100 seconds) in the subinterval processed used for 
further processing (1024 days from the date 01.04.2000). The telluric da ta should 
be presented with 1 minute sample rate for compatibility. This could be accom-
plished by means of the same type of digital filter which is applied on the raw 10 
second sampled geomagnetic data. The recorded minute value time series of H, 
D, Z geomagnetic elements has been transformed to X, Y and Z components. To 
obtain the optimal temporal and spectral resolution of the impedance function we 
performed the processing on two different scaling. In the first approach the geo-
magnetic and the telluric da ta had been split into four-day pieces as basic elements 
of the whole dataset. As the ensuing data processing proved, this time resolution 
was not satisfactory for many reasons. Therefore the elementary unit of the time 
series considered to be one day long (1440 minute sample). These time segments 
have been processed by the method of J Verő (Verő 1972). 
The main phases of da ta process are as follows: 
1. Separation of signals with different periods 
The task is completed by a convolution type filter t runcated with a Hanning 
w indow. The filter functions are the following: 
1 / 2 7 r í . 27rt\ ( 27rf \ 2d 2d 
F(t) = — sin sin cos — + 1 F (0 ) = — 
2тЛ \ pi p2 J V T J Pi Pi 
for the in-phase component. 
1 / 2тrí 27гА / 2тrí 
= ens en s G { t ) =
 [cos J f ~ c o s 7 f ) [cos ~T + l ) G ( 0 ) = 0 
for the out-phase component. 
pi - lower period limit, рг - upper period limit, d - digitization interval. 
The estimations have been processed on periods with relation quotients of 1.1. 
2. Selection of information that can be used for the determination of the tensor 
Randomly appearing leakage currents, digitization errors or simply a tempo-
rary disappearance of certain period bands may produce a decrease in co-
herency. Such intervals must be excluded from further processing. T h e se-
lection is based on coherence analysis between cross-channels. In the fur ther 
processing the coherence threshold has been set to 0.8. 
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Period [minute] 
Period [day] 
10 f WGC 
Period [day] 
Period [minute] 
Fig. 1. Spectral components of long term variation of the modulus and phase of Zxy impedance 
tensor element 
3. Computation of the elements of the impedance tensor 
The detailed description of method used for the computation of the impedance 
tensor elements can be found by Verő (1972). The formulas are the following: 
„ \EX\ Coh(Ex,Hx) -Coh(Ex.Hy)Coh(Hy,Hx) 
ZXy — 
Jyx 
7 — 
^УУ ~ i TT 
Л , 
\HX\ 1 - \СоЦНх.Ну)\* 
\EX\ Co h{Ex,Hy)- Coh(Ex,Hx)Coh(Hx. Hy) 
\ Hv\ 1 - |Coh (ЯХ ,ЯУ)!2 
\Ey\ Coh (Ey.Hx)- Coh(Ey, Hy)Coh(Hy. Hx) 
\HX\ 1 - Coh( i / x , Hy)\2 
\Ey\ Coh (Ey,Hy)~ Coh{Ev.Hx)Coh(Hx, Ну) 
l - | C o h ( t f x , # j , ) | 2 
4. Spectral analysis of impedance elements 
The long term variation of each impedance element at each frequency has 
been examined through Fourier-decomposition. The transformation has been 
carried out on both modulus and phase of the elements. The results of Zxy 
element are displayed on Fig. 1. 
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Mean normalized spectral amplitude over period range 3-10 minute 
Period [day] 
Fig. 2. Mean spectral amplitude of the ZXy and y>xy variation in the range 3-10 minutes 
On Fig. 1 no significant Fourier component can be recognised beside the DC 
in the whole periodrange of 2 min 8 hours. However, the detailed examination of 
the behavior of the period range 3-10 minutes results some peaks in the long term 
spectra, fee Fig. 2 Some of them can be associated with well known processes like the 
annual (340 days), the seasonal (93 days) and the 2nd harmonic of the Carrington 
period (54 days). The clear Carrington period doesnt produce significant peak and 
the Lunar cycle doesnt appear either. A 33 day component also appears which can 
hardly be explained, although the same spectral component has been recognized 
in the statistical analysis of the CME ejection of the Northern hemisphere of the 
Sun. (The 340 day long component can be identified as annual variation, the 15 day 
difference is an artifact because the applied Fourier-window was set to 1024 days, 
less then 3 years.) Note that no such components can be recognized on the spectra 
of \Zxy\. 
To clarify how the peaks come, spectral analysis of H and E field polarization 
has been carried out, see Fig. 3, Fig. 4. 
Note that the peaks of the spectral decomposition of pxy can be obtained as 
the peaks that appear on the polarization pattern of the H but is not present in 
the E polarization variation, namely the annual and seasonal components. Detailed 
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Amplitude spectra of phase difference between Hx and Ну (mean phase difference of period range 2-120 min is displayed) 
C055H 
I03 10 
Period [day] 
lO3 
Fig. 3. Periodicity in the polarization pattern of horizontal geomagnetic field 
Amplitude spectra of phase difference between Ex and Ey (mean phase difference of period range 2-120 mm is diaplayed) 
10 to3 
Period [day] 
Fig. 4. Periodicity in the polarization pattern of the telluric field 
analysis of long term periodicities has been carried out at each frequency which 
ifxy has been calculated, but no subrange shows different behavior then the mean 
shown above. (The figures of recognized periodicities dont match on Fig. 2 and 
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Fig. 3 because the applied Fourier window is different.) Fur ther examinat ion o l the 
long t e r m behavior o l the impedance tensor is in progress to clarity the physical 
processes and the coupling between the well known per iods and the long t e rm 
behavior of the impedance tensor. Detailed analysis of Z on more extended t ime 
interval is also proposed. T h e digit ization of earlier analogue registrat ions is a l ready 
set up. 
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LONG-TERM CHANGES IN ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY 
OBSERVED AT EUROPEAN STATIONS DURING SEVERAL 
DECADES IN THE LAST CENTURY 
F . MÄRCZ1 a n d R . G . HARRISON2 
1
 Geodetic and Geophysical Research Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. 
H-9401 Sopron, РОВ 5, Hungary 
2
 Department of Meteorology, The University of Reading, 
РОВ 243, Earley Gate, Reading, Berks RG6 6BB. UK 
Based on observations carried out at several stations in Europe, long-term changes 
have been reported for different atmospheric electrical parameters. Data series anal-
ysed have covered different periods ranging from the beginning of the twentieth 
century till the present. The potential gradient (PG) is the most commonly avail-
able quantity. A long-term PG decline seems apparent both in western Europe, e.g. 
UK (Eskdalemuir), Portugal (Serra do Pilar) and in the Middle European area, e.g. 
Hungary (Nagycenk). These changes were detected during different periods of the 
last century at the different sites, which are summarised in terms of the suitability 
of the data for global circuit studies. Records recently recovered also indicate a PG 
decline in the Russian area (Irkutsk), distant from stations investigated previously. 
In addition to the PG, air-Earth current density has also shown a decreasing trend 
at two distant stations in the 1970s, at Kew and Athens. The ionospheric potential 
is important for studying the atmospheric electrical global circuit. Balloon sound-
ings of the ionospheric potential are consistent with the long term surface changes 
observed in the earlier period (up till 1971). 
Keywords : meteorology and atmospheric dynamics (atmospheric electricity); 
analysis of atmospheric electrical data on a long time scale 
1. Introduction 
Early results on long-term changes in the atmospheric electrical potential gra-
dient (PG) were derived from measurements carried out at Davos, Switzerland, at 
the beginning of the last century (1909/10, 1913, and 1923/26). The PG decline 
detected there was attributed to a local effect, arising from the decrease of the mean 
aerosol content in Davos valley causing, in turn, an increased local air conductivity 
(Israél 1973). 
Subsequently the PG data for two stations in the UK was investigated: Eskdale-
muir, Scotland (55°19' N, 30°12' W) and Lerwick, Shetland, (60°08' N, 1°11' W), 
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for periods between 1911 and 1981 (Harrison 2002). This work also presented dis-
tinct long-term decreases in PG. In explaining these findings, a connection was 
made between the decrease of galactic cosmic rays (GCR) found in the twentieth 
century, and the reduction in the ionospheric potential (Vi). The Vj change could 
explain the decrease of surface PG. Data obtained at another station in Europe, at 
Nagycenk in Hungary (47°38- N, 16°43' E), also hinted at a quite continuous PG 
decline (Märcz et al. 1997). The Nagycenk PG data have covered more than four 
decades in the second half of the twentieth century and continue. 
2. Recent results on long-term changes in atmospheric electrical 
parameters 
These first studies were extended to consider the long-term decline in atmo-
spheric electricity at two distant stations simultaneously (Märcz and Harrison 2003). 
Despite the disturbing influence of nuclear weapon testing on the PG measure-
ments at Eskdalemuir and a certain environmental effect caused by growing trees 
at Nagycenk, the PG data still showed small continued decreases at both stations, 
even with the considerable distance between them. In addition to the PG. Märcz 
and Harrison (2003) analysed vertical air-Earth current density data obtained at 
Kew in the UK (51°28- X, 0°19' W). A decline also appeared in this atmospheric 
electrical parameter which is known to be less strongly influenced by local surface 
effects (see Fig. 1). 
In further work, Märcz and Harrison (2005) investigated the behaviour of atmo-
spheric electrical parameters determined at two further stations in Europe. Both 
dawn and evening PG data of Serra do Pilar (Portugal, 41°08" X, 8°36' W) show 
a decreasing trend during the 1960s. At Athens (Greece, 37°58' N, 23°43' E) PG, 
air-Earth current density, positive air conductivity data (continuously from the mid-
sixties to 1977), as well as positive small and large ion number concentrations are 
available. Consequently more complex analyses could be performed. As regards the 
PG, an increasing trend at Athens was attributed to the decrease of air conduc-
tivity in an increasingly polluted urban area. This was confirmed in the number 
concentrations of small and large ions. The dawn data of the air-Earth current den-
sity revealed a decreasing trend at Athens, during the 1960s and 1970s. Moreover, 
ionospheric potential soundings, carried out in Germany during the beginning of 
the same period, also hinted at a decrease of the V\ values. Thus, it appears that 
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Fig. 1. Relative changes in PG at Eskdalemuir (circles) and Nagycenk (stars), using the mean 
values of PG found at Eskdalemuir from 1920 to 1981 (190 V/m) and Nagycenk from 1962 to 
2001 (52 V/m) for normalisation. (The period of weapon tests, between 1950 and 1970, has been 
omitted from the Eskdalemuir data for clarity.) Relative changes are also shown in the monthly 
air Earth current Jz measurement made at Kew (London) from 1966 to 1978 (squares), which had 
a mean value of 1.4 pA/m 2 
the air-Earth current density measured at the surface responds to changes in the 
global circuit. 
Märcz and Harrison (2005) tabulated the varied results available for summariz-
ing atmospheric electricity changes in Europe during the last century. The work 
presented a table considering the priority which should be given to the disparate 
observations. Firstly, ionosopheric potential is the principal quantity for studying 
the atmospheric electrical global circuit, followed by the air-Earth current density. 
In the case of the potential gradient, the quality of air at measurement site was 
taken into account by ranking it as oceanic air, mountain air, continental rural air 
and, finally, urban air. For detecting global effects in the PG, the best possibility 
would be in oceanic air while the worst conditions are connected with urban air. 
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Füg. 2. Changes in dawn values of PG (based on data from 0200 to 0500 UT) at Irkutsk station 
(Russia) between 1977 and 1987 (see also text) 
3. S ignatures of long- term changes in atmospher ic e lectr ical po tent ia l 
gradient at a surface s ta t ion in R u s s i a 
Atmospheric electrical measurements were carried out a t some stations in 
Russia, in the twentieth century (Data in Publications of the USSR State Com-
mittee for Hydrometeorology). As mentioned previously, da ta obtained at Serra do 
Pilar covered the period of the sixties, and those at Athens were continuously avail-
able from 1965 to 1977. For Irkutsk station (52° 16' N, 104° E) in Russia, unbroken 
potential gradient series are available between 1977 and 1987. Thus, the behaviour 
of surface PG measurements may be investigated into an additional decade. More-
over, the station is situated in a rather different area from the locations previously 
analysed, in the western part of Asia, bordering on the European area. 
Following the approach of Märcz and Harrison (2005), yearly means of the 
Irkutsk PG were determined for dawn hours (between 0200 and 0500 UT). In or-
der to yield a more complete perspective, two additional da ta series have also been 
derived: dawn maxima and minima of each year, based on t he three highest and 
the three lowest PG values appearing in individual months. The Irkutsk results 
are presented in Fig. 2, in which the yearly mean values of P G at dawn are seen 
to show a distinct decreasing trend. The P G drops from an initial value around 
350 V/m in 1977 to about 200 V / m in 1987. 
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It seems therefore that a PG decline is also present at Irkutsk, as for the PG 
at several other surface stations (Eskdalemuir, Nagycenk, Serra do Pilar) analysed 
previously. Despite the larger fluctuations appearing in the maximum values derived 
for individual years, these results also confirm the decreasing trend revealed by the 
yearly means. In the case of dawn PG minima no clear tendency can be seen, 
however in general long-term changes in Irkutsk are not dissimilar to those detected 
elsewhere. 
For yielding a general view and making possible appropriate comparisons, 
Table I has been compiled which includes results from previous work and those 
from this present paper. As well as the findings for Irkutsk, it summarizes the 
result derived for different atmospheric electrical parameters on long time-scales at 
several European stations. 
4. S u m m a r y 
As mentioned previously, ionospheric potential and air-Earth current density 
would be the most suitable measurements for tracing long-term changes in atmo-
spheric electricity. However such long-term measurements spanning the twentieth 
century have not been made. The PG measured at the surface is the least prefer-
able quantity, but provides the most abundant source of data for studies of the 
global circuit. The PG is affected by local influences, especially at continental sur-
face stations. Nevertheless PG data are generally available for many more stations 
and for longer periods than those derived for air-Earth current density or the iono-
spheric potential. Consequently it is necessary to include PG data in investigations 
aimed at detection of long-term changes possibly due to global effects, even if the 
separation of local and global effects precludes a straightforward interpretation of 
either. 
w 
Table I. Summary of 20th Century atmospheric electricity changes 
Station Para-
meter 
Situation Season Selection Samples Start Finish Midpoint Annual r (lin. 
method change fit) 
Reference 
Weissenau Vl Balloon all 293 1959 1971 1965 -3.4% 0.44 Märez and Harrison 
Weissenau Vi 
sounding 
Balloon Sounding 91 1965 1971 1968 
±0.5% 
-2.7% 0.26 
(2005) 
Märcz and Harrison 
Kew Jz 
sounding 
Continental annual 
Class 1,2,3 
15UT 13 1966 1978 1972 
±1.0% 
-1.4% 
(2005) 
Märcz and Harrison 
Athens Jz 
(urban) 
Continental annual dawn 10 1968 1977 1972.5 -3.2% 0.50 
(2003) 
Märcz and Harrison 
Carnegie. PG 
(urban) 
Atlantic February- Fair Weather 2 1929 1968 1948.5 
±2.0% 
-0.6% 
(2005) 
Harrison (2001a) 
and Meteor oceanic air March- data, seasonal 
cruises 
Wank PG Mountain air 
April 
amiual 
mean 
Carnegie cycle 13 1972 1984 1978 -1.2% Harrison (2001b) 
Eskdalemuir PG Continental annual 
days 
All 0a days 31 1920 1950 1935 -0.7% Harrison (2003) 
Nagycenk PG 
(rural) 
Continental annual dawn 40 1962 2001 1981.5 -1.4% Märcz and Harrison 
Serra do Pilar PG 
(rural) 
Continental dawn 11 1960 1971 1965.5 -6.5% 0.83 
(2003) 
Märcz and Harrison 
Serra do Pilar PG 
(rural) 
Continental evening 11 1960 1971 1965.5 
±1.5% 
-2.1% 0.52 
(2005) 
Märcz and Harrison 
Kew PG 
(rural) 
ontinental July all 53 1898 1950 1924 
±1.2% 
-0.3% 
(2005) 
Harrison and Aplin 
Irkutsk PG 
(urban) 
Continental 
(urban) 
annual all 11 1977 1987 1982 -3.1% 
±2.0% 
0.73 
(2002) 
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OX THE DYNAMICS OF SEASONAL REDISTRIBUTION 
OF GLOBAL LIGHTNING AS SHOWN BY SCHUMANN 
RESONANCE OBSERVATIONS IN THE SZÉCHENYI ISTVÁN 
GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY AT NAGYCENK 
G. S Á T O R I 
"Single station - global sense" idea is demonstrated in this study. The results 
presented here are valid in global sense and they are based on Schumann resonance 
observations in the Széchenyi István Geophysical Observatory at Nagycenk, Hungary. 
The daily Schumann resonance frequency (SRF) patterns are mainly determined by 
the lightning source-observer configuration. This configuration changes during the 
north-south seasonal lightning migration, consequently the daily SRF patterns vary, 
too. Four basic types of daily SRF patterns have been distinguished correspond-
ing to the four seasons observed for each SR mode at Nagycenk, Hungary. Cross-
correlation analysis has been used between the monthly means of daily SRF patterns 
in two adjacent months to identify the seasons. The number of months with daily 
SRF patterns characteristic for a season was different. Similar daily SRF patterns 
have been observed during five months (Nov-Dec-Jan-Feb-March) in the Southern 
hemisphere summer, in two months in both transition (spring and fall) seasons and 
during three months (June-Julv-August) in the Northern hemisphere summer. The 
same time sequences (four seasons with different lengths) can be recognized in the 
meridional lightning distributions observed by OTD (Optical Transient Detector) 
and LIS (Lightning Imagine Sensor) as disclosed by the seasonal distributions of the 
daily SRF patterns. 
The ratio of land area to ocean area is smaller in the Southern hemisphere than 
in the Northern hemisphere. The oceanic surface thermodynamics can influence the 
tropospheric thermal properties of the Southern hemisphere lands embedded in the 
oceans. The large oceanic thermal inertia seems to be manifested in the dynamics 
(speed) of the north-south lightning migration identified by the long lasting southern 
position of global lightning in the Southern hemisphere summer and by the time lag 
of the northward lightning migration as compared to the "solar marsh" in spring in 
spite of the fact that lightning is first of all a land related phenomenon. The spring-
fall asymmetry of the migration speed is attributed to the different thermodvnamical 
properties of land and ocean. 
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Schumann Resonance Frequency ( S R F ) 
The diurnal pattern of SRF is highly determined by the angular distance between 
the lightning source and the observer and characteristic for each SR mode and field 
component (Sentman 1995, Sátori 1996, Nickolaenko et al. 1998, Musthak 1999). 
The diurnal pattern of SRF is preserved if the source-observer distance is stable 
and it changes if the source moves with respect to the observer. In this way the 
time history of the north-south migration can be followed by the variations of SRF. 
SRF data have been available in hourly time resolution from May 1993 up to 
the present at Nagycenk. Hungary. At first, the monthly means of the diurnal 
patterns of SRF have been computed. Collection of the SRF patterns into groups 
has been done by cross-correlation analysis. SRF patterns have got to a group 
depending on the values of the correlation coefficients in two adjacent months. 
Very high correlation coefficients (> 0.95) presented themselves in summer months 
of both hemispheres but with different number of months. The rest of the SRF 
patterns with lower correlation coefficients has got to the group of the transition 
(spring or fail) seasons. Just the sudden decrease of the correlation coefficients 
due to changing SRF patterns indicates the quick variations in the source-observer 
geometry in these transition seasons. Four characteristic shapes of mean daily SRF 
were identified corresponding to the four seasons separately for the 1st and 2nd SR 
modes as shown in Fig. la.b. 
O T D / L I S Lightning Observations 
OTD/LIS lightning data have been used (Christian et al. 2003) to reveal the 
results exhibited by SRF on the dynamics of the north-south migration of light-
ning. Meridional lightning distributions have been determined in world-wide sense 
(Fig. 2a) and then for the longitudinal range of Americas (Fig. 2b), Africa/Europe 
(Fig. 2c), as well as, the Maritime Continent /Asia (Fig. 2d) in every month. The 
same correlation analysis has been done for the OTD/LIS da ta as in case of SRF. 
The four seasons were identified by the similar meridional lightning distributions. 
The different duration of the Northern and Southern hemisphere summers is again 
striking. The meridional lightning distribution exhibits rather stable position int 
he Southern hemisphere during hve months (Nov-Dec - J an -Feb-March) both in 
global sense and the different longitudinal ranges with exception of the Maritime 
Continent/Asia where it is only four months while the lightning distribution is only 
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Nov-Oec-Jan-Feb-Mar Apr-May 
10 15 
Hour (UT) 
Jun-Jul-Aug 
5 10 15 
Hour (UT) 
Sep-Oct 
20 
Fig. la. Monthly means of the diurnal frequency patterns in four seasons in case of the 1st SR 
mode as observed int he Széchenyi István Geophyiscal Observatory at Nagycenk 
Nov-Dec-Jan-Feb-Mar Apr-May 
10 15 
Hour (UT) 
Fig. lb. Monthly means of the diurnal frequency patterns in four seasons in case of the 2nd SR 
mode as observed int he Széchenyi István Geophyiscal Observatory at Nagycenk 
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Nov-Dec-Jan-Feb-Mar Apr-May 
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Fig. 2a. Global meridional lightning distributions observed by OTD/LIS satellites in the four 
seasons grouped on the base of the result of the cross-correlation analysis 
Nov-Dec-Jan-Feb-Mar Apr-May 
0 10 20 
flashes/к rrF/y ear 
Jun-Jul-Aug 
0 10 20 
flashes/krrrVyear 
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flashes/knrAyear 
0 10 20 
flashes/krrAyear 
Fig. 2b. Meridional lightning distributions in Americas observed by OTD/LIS satellites in the 
four seasons grouped on the base of the result of the cross-correlation analysis 
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Fig. 2c. Meridional lightning distributions in Africa/Europe observed by OTD/LIS satellites in 
the four seasons grouped on the base of the result of the cross-correlation analysis 
Nov-Dec-Jan-Feb Mar-Apr-May 
flashes/km2/year flashes/krrF/year 
Jun-Jul-Aug Sep-Oct 
0 10 20 0 10 20 
flashes/knY/year flashes/km2/year 
Fig. 2d. Meridional lightning distributions in Asia/Maritime Continent observed by OTD/LIS 
satellites in the four seasons grouped on the base of the result of the cross-correlation analysis 
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North-Soutti Seasonal Migration of Lightning 
401 1 1 1 I I 1 1 I— 
Month 
Fig. 3. The latitudinal positions indicate a longish dwell time of lightning in the Southern 
hemisphere summer, especially in America and Africa 
stable for three months in the Northern hemisphere summer bot hon global sense 
and in the three main land regions. 
The latitude of the center of the meridional lightning distribution was computed 
in every month in case of global lightning and that of the three main lightning 
regions as shown in Fig. 3. The latitudinal range covered by the annual lightning 
migration is the narrowest for Africa/Europe and the widest for the Asia/Maritime 
Continent. 
Discuss ion 
The global lightning doesn't follow the Sun in the Northern hemisphere winter 
months of the year during its northward migration from the southern latitudes to 
the northern ones (Fig. 4.). There is about one month time lag with respect to 
the "solar march" in spite of the fact that lightning is dominantly a land related 
temperature dependent phenomenon. The time lag rapidly disappears between 
August and September when the migration speed is the highest backward in south 
direction. This behavior of the global lightning has been recognized by Schumann 
resonance frequencies and revealed by satellite (OTD/LIS) lightning observations. 
Figure 5 shows annual surface air temperature variations for some land stations 
in both hemispheres and in the South Pacific. The temperature profiles of tropical 
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South Pacific and Southern hemisphere lands exhibit common characters with high 
and rather stable temperatures from November to March while the temperature 
maximum is confined only for three months (June-July-August) in the Northern 
hemisphere lands. 
Annual Marsh of the Sun (dot) and North-South Migration of Global Lightning (solid) 
Month 
Fig. 4. Annual marsh of the Sun and the world lightning centers 
Tropical South Pacific Temperature 
Continental-Northern Hemisphere Temp. 
Month 
Fig. 5. Annual surface air temperature variations in the South Pacific and for some land stations 
in both hemispheres 
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C o n c l u s i o n 
T h e oceanic surface the rmodynamics can influence t h e t ropospheric thermal 
proper t ies of the Southern hemisphere l ands embedded in the oceans. T h e large 
oceanic t h e r m a l inertia seems to be mani fes ted in the dynamics (speed) of the 
nor th-south lightning migra t ion identißed by the long last ing southern posi t ion of 
global l ightning in the Sou thern hemisphere summer and by the t ime lag of the 
nor thward lightning migra t ion in spring in spi te of the fact tha t l ightning is first of 
all a land related phenomenon . The spring-fal l a symmet ry of the migra t ion speed 
is a t t r i bu t ed to the different t he rmodynamica l propert ies of land and ocean . 
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Long- te rm variat ions in pulsat ion act ivi ty a n d the i r 
re la t ionship to solar wind velocity, geomagnet ic act ivi ty, and 
F2 region electron dens i ty 
B . Zieger 
Geodetic and Geophysical Research Institute 
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Sopron 
Abstrac t 
Significant 11-year, annual, and semiannual variations of the total pulsation ac-
tivity at the mid-latitude station Nagycenk are reported and compared with solar 
wind velocity, geomagnetic activity, and F 2 region electron density. Monthly av-
erage da ta from 1957 through 1989 were analyzed using the discrete convolution 
filtering technique. The 11-year variation of the total pulsation activity is closely 
related to the 11-year solar wind cycle supposedly through solar wind controlled 
pulsations. Its annual variation reflects the combination of two effects: one is the 
annual variation of the solar wind due to interstellar wind, and the other is some 
damping mechanism related to F2 region electron density. The nat ure of this iono-
spheric damping has not been clarified yet. The semiannual variation of the total 
pulsation activity, however, seems to be controlled mainly by the geomagnetic ac-
tivity. Occurrence frequency and ampli tude data for pulsations in 12 period bands 
ranging from 1 s up to 10 min were also involved in order to clarify the contribution 
of different types of pulsations to the total pulsation activity. It was found that 
the total pulsation activity refers mainly to Pc3 pulsations and, that the pulsations 
with a period of 20-25 s, which correspond to the eigenperiod of field line resonance 
at L < 2, have the strongest correlation with solar wind velocity. 
American Geophysical Union 1991 
I n d e x T e r m s : 2752 Magnetospheric Physics: MHD waves and instabilities: 2736 Magne-
tospheric Physics: Magnetosphere-ionosphere interactions; 2784 
Magnetospheric Physics: Solar wind-magnetosphere interactions. 
C i t a t i o n : Zieger, В. (1991), Long-term variations in pulsation activity and their rela-
tionship to solar wind velocity, geomagnetic activity, and F2 region electron density, J. 
Geophys. Res., 96(A12), 21,115-21,123. 
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MY RESEARCH (DEVELOPMENTS) CONNECTED TO THE 
OBSERVATORY 
A . ÁDÁM 
1. An appropriate place is looking for the e lectromagnet ic observatory 
Professor K. Kántás, the director of the Geophysical Research Laboratory of the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences in Sopron and head of the Department for Physics 
and Geophysics at the Technical University also in Sopron planned to built up an 
electromagnetic (EM) observatory near Sopron to participate at the joint research 
works of the in-coming International Geophysical Year in 1957. It was our task 
(Antal Ádám, Pál Bencze, Ákos Wallner) in 1955 to find an electromagnetically 
noise free, and geologically quiet place for the observatory. Professor Kántás was 
thinking about the nearby area of the Hungarian-Austrian border in the Sopron 
Mountains where nobody could disturb the measurements being an area severely 
guarded by the military. We selected the surrounding of the Muck peak and started 
with magnetic measurements with Schmidt-type magnetometers. Meantime, we 
have to ask the frontier guards to check us with their (iron) arms at a distance far 
away enough, not disturbing the measuring results. At the second step a horizontal 
loop of great surface has been laid out to measure the time variations of the vertical 
magnetic field to detect the electric inhomogeneities of the subsoil. (It was a very 
hard work to use a lot of cable drums for building up a great loop.) From geophysical 
point.-of-view this area could satisfy our requirement, nevertheless, it has to be 
rejected being closely guarded border region and therefore entering it always needed 
special permission from the frontier guards. 
To eliminate these inconveniences Pál Bencze continued to search for a more 
appropriate place and he found it at the southern shore of the Lake Fertő in a 
calmly ascending hill (terrace) near the linden-tree alley of the famous Széchenyi 
family. Later P. Bencze looked after the observatory building here in 1956-1957. 
The telluric recording started in August 1957 according to the programme of 
International Geophysical Year. 
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W - E profile 
V + x x X * >< O X 
> observatory 
Fig. 1. Basement, depth (or thickness of the sediment) deduced from telluric measurements along 
a profile south of Lake Fertő (Wallner 1977) 
2. The geological and geophysical structure of the observatory as it 
has been described - among others — by Ádám et al. (2000) 
A short summary is cited here from this paper: The crystalline schists of Sopron 
Mountains are thrust into a depth of about 2000 m along XE-SW striking fault to-
wards SE from Sopron in the line Balf-Kópháza-Harka. The deep range beginning 
here is closed toward E by a high corresponding to the Mihályi gravitational max-
imum. The crystalline basement has an amphitheatre-like structure open towards 
SW in the vicinity of the village Nagycenk. The observatory lies on the northern 
slope of this local deep. The thickness of sediments is here about 1500 m. 
This structure was originally determined by gravity and reflection seismics (re-
port has been given by Szénás. 1957), later by detailed telluric (Wallner 1977) and 
magnetotelluric measurements (e.g. Ádám 1963. Ádám and Verő 1967). (An E-W 
telluric profile is shown in Fig. 1 (Wallner 1977).) (See later the magnetotelluric 
results.) 
3. Early instrumentat ion of the observatory and start 
of the pulsation research 
The first recording instrument of the observatory was the T9 type telluric 
recorder (Fig. 2) (Ádám 1958. Ádám and Verő 1958) manufactured in the section of 
the Geophysical Instrument Factory (Budapest) allocated to our Laboratory to pro-
vide those 60 instruments of our design ordered by the Chinese Geological Ministry 
Peking after a successful exhibition and field test telluric measurements in China in 
late 1955 and early 1956. 
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Fig. '2. Photo of the T9 telluric recorder (Ádám 1958) 
During my stay in Peking Prof. Kántás initiated a synchronous telluric mea-
surement between Peking and Sopron between January 9 and 14. I measured with 
Ernő Takács in the Peking Geomagnetic Observatory. My colleagues in the Lab-
oratory and in the Geophysical Department of the University did it near Sopron. 
By comparing of the recordings we stated that the day-type Pc pulsations have a 
very large dimension (in our case the longitude difference between the measuring 
sites was almost 100°). These results were published by Prof. Kántás (1956) in a 
Chinese geophysical journal, and we also referred them e.g. by Adám et al. (1966). 
A figure from this paper (Fig. 3) shows the parallel variation of the total telluric 
field and their correlation. — This experiment can be taken as the beginning of the 
long research of the electromagnetic pulsations in our institute. 
4. Study of the inhomogenei t ies of the basement structure of the 
Pannonian Basin by telluric currents using the observatory 
as the basic station 
The lot of telluric instruments manufactured in the Sopron section of the 
Geophysical Instrument Factory (Budapest) had to be tested by field measurements. 
We used this occasion and/or possibility to carry out synchronous measurements 
with these instruments in different parts of the country. In addition we collected 
the telluric recordings made by partner institutions/companies (e.g. ELGI, OKGT, 
MU) in their base stations in countryside. All data obtained by this way have been 
referred to those of our Nagycenk observatory where the continuous recording of 
the telluric field ran since August 1957. 
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Fig. 3. a) Time variations of the total telluric field measurement simultaneously in Peking and 
Sopron in January 1956. b) The relation between the above values (Ádám et al. 1966) 
The data processing of the recordings has been by determination of the telluric 
absolute ellipses (using Verő's gradient method (I960)) after separation correspond-
ing to dominant period ranges of the telluric field. We got by this technique relative 
telluric frequency sounding curves for more than 60 stations in the country. These 
enabled us to construct different telluric maps reflecting the deep structure of the 
Pannonian Basin as follows: 
• The first, telluric isoarea map of the whole country at 25 s showing the main 
features of the basement of the Pannonian Basin (Fig. 4). This was the base 
of early tectonic speculations of V. Scheffer on the Vardar threshold in the 
Pannonian Basin. 
• Relative frequency sounding maps constructed from the different segments of 
the curves corresponding to period differences, e.g. 10-25 s, 25-100 s, 100-500 
s, 500-1000 s. The map of 25-100 s clearly shows with the negative values the 
- later very detailed studied - Transdanubian Conductivity Anomaly (Fig. 5). 
About this results we published papers in Hungarian and in German, too, espe-
cially in the Freiberger Forschungshefte (Ádám and Verő 1964, 1965, 1967). 

Fig. 5. Map Í25-100 of Hungary on the basis of relative telluric frequency soundings (Adám and Verő 1967) 
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5. Instrument deve lopments based on the exper iments 
got in the observatory 
The first results we obtained by the magnetotelluric (MT) method and the 
automatization of the telluric measurements required new instrument developments. 
First the T9 telluric recorder —manufactured in great series in Sopron — was 
updated. More simple and reliable switches and film/paper rolling mechanism were 
used in the new T14 instrument which also got a more attractive designed form. 
This new recorder served for a long time in our observatory for the so-called "quick 
recording of pulsations". This recorder served in the partner institutions not only for 
the telluric/magnetotelluric measurements, but for the very long range geoelectric 
soundings (in some cases AB > 10 km) too, having a very special isolation system 
between the current and high voltage circuits in it. 
To determine the telluric absolute ellipses (Ádám et al. 1962) in a more simple 
way we designed a so-called "'total-variation counter" (Fig. 6). "Total" means sum of 
the absolute values of all variations. This instrument measures the total variations 
of the 3 components of the telluric fields by optically digitizing them with help of 
a cylinder mirror with surface divided by 0.5 mm wide reflecting or not reflecting 
parts. In the focus of the mirror there is a phototransducer connected to the counter 
through appropriate electronics. The time variation of the 3 telluric components 
— represented by the deviations of the galvanometers — can be counted in unites 
of 0.5 mm for any time interval. About successful experiments in the observatory 
has been reported by Ádám et al. (1968). This was the first digital geoelectric 
instrument. The idea of this instrument had been realized by ELGI in its TEM80 
which is already fully electronized. 
Great efforts have been done to develop highly sensitive magnetic instruments 
for MT. We opened into two directions. A fluid damped static variometer has been 
designed following the principle of the Schlumberger galvanometers. In this respect 
our partners were in the Geophysical Instrument Factory - Aurél Ponori Thewrewk 
and L. Major. This basic instrument has been built into a phototransducer to get 
high sensitivity (in scale value 0.01 nT on the recorder) (Ádám and Major 1967) (see 
Fig. 7). This variometer served a lot in our almost all long period magnetotelluric 
soundings before buying the digital MT instrument from the Polish Geophysical 
Institute (Warsawa). 
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Fig. b. Photo of the total variation counter 
For recording magnetic variations of higher frequency than 0.1 Hz different types 
of induction coils have been developed partly for our observatory (e.g. for the pearl 
type pulsations and ELF signals) partly for our partners (ELGI, OKGT, etc.) who 
had to study the layer structure of the sediments by magnetotellurics not only 
the total thickness of the sediment cover. (The pearl type pulsations record in 
the observatory was later strongly disturbed by the electrification of the nearby-
railway.) 
Our induction coil consisted of 2 m long supermalloy core with a coil of 500.000 
turns. Its scale value could reach the p T (Ádám and Horváth 1976). ELGI started 
with this coil to develop its first digital MT system (DEF1). Of course, all our 
experiments have been done in our observatory. 
Our greatest instrument development was to design a five channel audiomagne-
toteiluric (AMT) instrument for synoptic registration and tensorial measurements 
with field data processing in a co-operation with the Geophysical Department of the 
Oulu University (Finland). This instrument contains the full magnetotelluric data 
processing software completed by that one for the determination of the complex 
induction vector (MV) for 12 frequencies from 4.3 Hz to 2300 Hz (Fig. 8). The 
on-line measurements of all MT and MV data in the 80's was a great success. A 
lot of investigation in the Eastern Alps and in the Southern Bohemian Massif have 
been carried out by using this instrument (Ádám et al. 1988. Arie et al. 1997). 
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Fig. 7. Photo of the MTV-2 variometer (Ádám and Major 1967) 
6. The Observatory as "magnetotel luric etalon" in Hungary 
Our magnetotelluric measurements started at the very beginning of the sixties 
(last century) both in the field (Ádám and Bencze 1961) and in the observatory. 
The M T results obtained in the observatory initiated a lot of new ideas concerning 
the anisotropy of the distribution of the (MT) electric resistivity, the deep structure 
of the Ear th in the Pannonian Basin, etc. (Ádám 1963). Methods have been elab-
orated for the determination of the magnetotelluric anisotropy for a large period 
domain (Ádám 1964). Later in papers (e.g. in the Nature, Stegena et al. 1971) it 
has been emphasized that the magnetotelluric anisotropy could be a useful tool in 
the study of the plate tectonics. On the MT sounding curves of the observatory 
it has been at first detected that the conductive asthenosphere — corresponding 
Fig. 8. On-line audiomagnetotellurics instrument (Ádám et al. 1988) 
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Nagycenk 
Fig. 9. MT sounding curves measured in the observatory (Ádám et al. 1981) 
to the Gutenberg's low velocity layer in the upper mantle — has a very shallow 
position — 60 km depth — in the hot Pannonian Basin (Ádám 1963). Later this 
statement stimulated me to find relation between the depth of the asthenosphere 
and the regional heat flow in general (Ádám 1978). A resistivity decrease corre-
sponding to the mineral phase transition at the depth 410 km also appeared in the 
magnetotelluric sounding curves of the observatory (Ádám and Verő 1967, Ádám 
et al. 1981). (See here one of the most complete MT sounding curves in Fig. 9.) 
The observatory during the 80's became an etalon for testing of different mag-
netotelluric instruments partly developed in the country (e.g. ELGI) or imported 
(e.g. OKGT). One of the most precise sounding has been done by the OKGT's 
Phoenix MT instruments in 3 nearby sites of the observatory using the "remote 
reference stations" (Report of Z. Nagy, 1986). 
By this measurements the geoelectric structure of the subsoil of the observatory 
also become better known. 
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7. S u m m a r y 
Of course, the mentioned different experiments which were carried out in our 
observatory during decades are "only" additional works to the primary task of an 
observatory i.e.: to record the geomagnetic/ionospheric etc. variations for long t ime 
study of the physics of Ea r th and its environment (magnetosphere, ionosphere, Sun-
Earth relation, space weather, etc.). Thus changes in the geoelectromagnetic t rans-
fer functions have been detected during the solar eclipse August 11, 1999 (Ádám et 
al. 2005). 
Our observatory has been prepared for its primary tasks since the very begin-
ning of its activity (August 1957) by application and completion of its instrument 
pool. The mentioned ^additional" works and their results par t ly helped to make ac-
quaintance with the geophysical (geological) background of the observatory, par t ly 
helped to develop instrument in physically known circumstances which later served 
the observatory in his activity. 
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ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRIC AND IONOSPHERIC 
MEASUREMENTS IN THE GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 
NAGYCENK: SOME EARLIER AND RECENT RESULTS 
P . BENCZE 
Measurements planned in the Geophysical Observatory Nagycenk of the Geode-
tic and Geophysical Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences in Sopron were 
aimed at investigation of the electromagnetic field of the Earth. Thus, besides ge-
omagnetic and earth (telluric) currents — as horizontal electric components of the 
electromagnetic field atmospheric electric measurements (vertical electric compo-
nent) were also intended. At that time — at the end of the nineteen fifties, it 
was thought that the atmospheric electric field corresponds to the vertical electric 
component of the electromagnetic field. Shortly, it turned out that this does not 
correspond to the facts, however, atmospheric electric measurements were contin-
ued. 
As it was not possible to buy atmospheric electric instruments, it was necessary 
to construct and build them in the Laboratory. The relatively most simple instru-
ments were an equipment for recording of point discharge currents and an apparatus 
for measurement of the atmospheric electric potential gradient (field strength). 
Point discharge currents are recorded using a tip made of rust-proof steel put 
at the end of a mast on the roof of the atmospheric electric station in a height 
of 8 m. Currents are recording with a sensitive galvanometer. The potential gra-
dient is measured by a radioactive collector placed in a height of 1 m above the 
ground and the grid current of a (radio) tube operated in an inverted connection. 
The potential gradient measuring equipment has been checked by removing the ra-
dioactive preparation, and connecting a resistance of 1012 ohm parallel with the 
resultant resistance consisting of the isolation resistance of the collector, from the 
input resistance of the tube electrometer and from the inner resistance of a quad-
rant electrometer (Bencze and Märcz 1980). Applying a known voltage to this 
circuit and measuring the voltage on the above mentioned resultant resistance the 
insulation, the input and the transitional resistances representing the transitional 
resistance of the radioactive preparation could be determined. In this way devi-
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Fig. 1. Latitude variation of thunderstorm activity. average number of thunderstorm 
days for July, average number of thunderstorm days for October, average number of 
thunderstorm days per year 
ation of the potential gradient measured by the equipment and the actual value 
could be computed. Both measurements are carried out since 1960 and continued 
to date (Bencze and Märcz 1967a. 1981. Bencze 2001a, 2001b). Processed data were 
published in the Geophysical Observatory Reports. 
Recording of point discharge currents is motivated by determination of the elec-
tric charge exchange between the Earth's surface and higher layers of the atmo-
sphere. Quantity of charge transported by point discharge currents is established 
by the determination of the area formed by the recorded current variations and 
the base line (Bencze and Märcz 1963). It has been found that diurnal variation 
of both positive and negative charges indicate a maximum in the afternoon, as 
well as quantity of negative charges is greater, than that of positive charges. Con-
cerning the seasonal variation, both positive and negative charges show maximum 
values in summer. The seasonal variation of the quantities of charge transported by 
point discharge has been explained by latitudinal variation of thunderstorm activity, 
thunderstorm area shifted in winter to the south (Bencze 1963) (Fig. 1). 
Most interesting results of the point discharge observations seem to be results of 
a detailed analysis and classification of point discharge current variations according 
to the type of their temporal variation. Point discharge is produced by enhanced 
atmospheric electric field at peaks, edges, which takes place as a result of charge 
separation in clouds. Charge separation is initiated by upwelling air in low pressure 
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Fig. 2. Point discharge currents produced by a thundercloud of positive polarity 
areas in the lower atmosphere. Study of current variations has shown that there are 
essentially single current variations of positive or negative sign, variations consisting 
of positive and negative currents following each other, and a series of positive -
negative - positive current variations, or variations in reversed order (Bencze 1966). 
Single variations of positive or negative sign can be attributed to unipolar clouds. A 
pair of positive or negative departures may be due to successive unipolar clouds. A 
series of positive - negative - positive field variations can be due to a thunder cloud 
equivalent to an electric dipole with a positive charge center above and a negative 
one below. Thus, a thundercloud of such polarity approaching the observing site 
first effect of the upper positive pole would prevail followed in time by the effect 
of the lower negative pole with the thundercloud above the observing site and then 
again the effect of the upper pole would prevail as the thundercloud is moving off 
(Fig. 2). In case of the series negative - positive - negative, effect of an electric 
dipole of opposite polarity is observed. 
Measurement of the atmospheric electric potential gradient were used not only 
for determination of its daily variation, which is characteristic of the environment's 
undisturbed state from atmospheric electric point of view (undisturbed state means 
no larger deviation from the daily variation observed above oceans). In continental 
areas, there are only a few places, first of all high mountains, where these undis-
turbed conditions are given. Our measurements have shown that the daily variation 
of the atmospheric electric potential gradient is only a little disturbed, first of all 
in winter (Bencze and Märcz 1967a). 
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The main topic of study of the atmospheric electric potential gradient in these 
years has been investigation of temporal variations (fluctuations) of the potential 
gradient called atmospheric electric agitation. Fluctuations have been divided into 
four arbitrary selected period bands (0-6, 6-12, 12-24 and 24-60 min) and daily, as 
well as seasonal variation in the mean amplitude of these period bands determined 
(Bencze 1964). The daily variation of these period bands indicates different form, 
however, the seasonal variation shows winter maximum in case of all period bands. 
It has been established that both location of the station and effect of the global 
thunderstorm activity are responsible for the atmospheric electric agitation. It 
has also been found that the mean amplitude of the agitation is proportional to 
the magnitude of the atmospheric electric potential gradient. In a further study, 
connection of agitation with amplitude of the potential gradient and the wind, with 
sky cover and different air masses is analysed (Bencze 1965). Daily variation of the 
occurrence frequency shown by the agitation of the period band 0-6 min indicated 
daily variation with maximum occurrence by day in summer months, but afternoon 
maximum in winter months. Occurrence frequency was greater in winter, than 
in summer. In case of the period band 6-12 min, daily variation of the occurrence 
frequency indicated maximum occurrence by day in summer, but maxima shifted to 
night in the winter months. Occurrence frequency of this period band is greater in 
winter than in summer, however magnitude of the occurrence frequency decreased 
as compared with the former period band. The occurrence frequency of the period 
band 12-24 min shows similar variations, however, magnitude of the occurrence 
frequency decreased further. Considering the occurrence frequency of the period 
band 24-60 min, the daily variation does not follow a systematic change in course 
of the year, but magnitude of the occurrence frequency increased significantly. A 
study of the daily and seasonal variations of the dominant period band on the basis 
of their occurrence frequency has shown that in summer agitation belonging to the 
0-6 and 6-12 min bands are the most frequent, while in winter the 12-24 and 24-60 
min period bands are dominant. 
For registration of the less affected by local conditions (atmospheric pollution, 
humidity, wind) characteristic of the global atmospheric electric circuit is the verti-
cal current occurring in fine weather areas of the Earth as load maintained by the 
global thunderstorm activity as generator in the circuit. Thus, the circuit consists of 
a generator connected to the atmospheric electric equalising layer in the bottom of 
the ionosphere. The circuit is continued in this layer in the direction of fine weather 
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Fig. 3. Collector screen for measurement of the vertical current 
areas, there closed to the ground by the vertical current and back to thunderstorm 
areas. Besides vertical current the potential gradient and conductivity are charac-
teristics of the atmospheric electric circuit. For registration of the vertical currents 
a collector screen of 1 m2 surface was placed to ground level isolated (Fig. 3). The 
vertical current was recorded by a picoampermeter of high input resistance (Bencze 
et al. 1984). Unfortunately registration of vertical current have only been carried 
out up to one or two years. 
The atmospheric electric field has not only a static part, but also an electromag-
netic field, too, originating in lightning discharges. Experiments for registration of 
the ELF (extremely low frequency) band of this electromagnetic field began in order 
to extend the ULF frequency band used in magnetoteliurics to higher frequencies. 
An inverted long wave-length L antenna and amplifier of a portable seismic equip-
ment and a hot-wire recorder were used to record variations in this frequency band 
including Schumann resonances (Ádám and Bencze 1963). 
Concerning ionospheric investigations, they began in the middle of the nineteen 
sixties. After it turned out that the atmospheric electric field does not correspond to 
the vertical electric component of the Earth's electromagnetic field. The ionosphere 
is closely coupled to the geomagnetic field e.g. by ionospheric current systems, the 
magnetic field of which appears in form of variations of the geomagnetic field. Ac-
cording to an agreement with the National Meteorological Institute, where vertical 
incidence sounding of the ionosphere has been carried out since the beginning of 
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Fig. 4. Sky wave record 
the International Geophysical Year 1957-1958 and thus, the upper ionosphere has 
been studied, the Geophysical Research Laboratory of the Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences began the investigation of the lower ionosphere. At that time, the most 
simple procedures for study of the lower ionosphere used commercial transmitters 
working in the LF, MF and HF frequency bands. Frequency of the selected trans-
mitter depends on the height region, from where information on the state of the 
ionosphere is needed. Concerning distance of the station, the transmitter should 
not be farther than a distance, which can be reached by radio waves needing only 
one single reflection from the ionosphere. 
As transmitted radio waves are propagating partly along the Earth's surface 
(ground wave), partly backscattered from the ionosphere (sky wave), the two 
types of waves must be separated to get information about the state of the iono-
sphere. Sky waves bearing information can be separated from ground waves, if 
using a frame antenna it is just in a plane perpendicular to the transmitter-receiver 
direction. These waves are amplified by a heterodyne receiver tuned solely to 
the wave- length of the selected transmitter. Constancy of the receiver's tuning 
is achieved by using crystal filters in the different stages (Bencze et al. 1976). 
If sky waves of LF or MF transmitters reflected from altitudes of about 100 
km are used, their relative amplitude can only be determined by day in case of 
large amplification receiver. Sky waves are namely, strongly absorbed by day 
in the D-region of the ionosphere, on the contrary, at night smaller amplifica-
tion is also enough because of the vanishing D-region (Fig. 4). This method 
called A3 method enables determination of the ionospheric radio wave absorp-
tion. Initially two radio stations were selected, Ceskoslovensko (272 kHz) and 
Budapest (539 kHz). However, for application of this method, the field strength 
(transmitter power) of the transmitter must, be constant. Unfortunately, trans-
mitter power of Budapest was changed during the day, thus it was not suit-
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Solar eclipse 11 August 1999, Nagycenk 
Fig. 5. Variations of the critical frequencies foE and foFl proportional to the maximum electron 
density in the E and F l regions related to the total solar eclipse of August 11, 1999 
able for us. Processing of data proved that the so called winter anomaly of 
ionospheric absorption is also present at the latitude of our observatory (Bencze 
and Märcz 1967b). This anomaly is due to excess ionization in winter caused 
by enhanced transport of NO, an easily ionisable component of the atmosphere 
from above. 
Experiments related to vertical incidence sounding of the ionosphere began in 
1992 following reduction of the staff in the Hungarian Meteorological Service. Time 
table of the staff reduction was to abolish those activities, which are only loosely 
linked to meteorology. Thus, vertical incidence sounding carried out in framework 
of the Meteorological Service in Békéscsaba has also been stopped. The equipment, 
an ionosonde type IPS 42 made in Australia was offered to our Institute. Installa-
tion of the ionosonde in our observatory took a long time. It was necessary to build 
the antenna system (transmitter and receiver) fixed to a tower of 30 m height. For 
placing the tower, increase of the observatory area was needed not to disturb mea-
surement of the absolute value of the geomagnetic field components. The transferred 
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Fig. 6. lonogram recorded by the new ionosonde 
ionosonde worked in analogue mode and this circumstance necessitated conversion 
of the equipment into digital mode. This has been done by J. Titheridge, who 
developed both the additional hardware and software parts for IPS 42 ionosondes. 
However the ionosonde could not produce ionograms of good quality, since the high 
frequency part. of the ionogram was mostly not usable. But the low frequency part 
of the ionogram could be used e.g. for study of ionospheric sporadic E for estimation 
of the distance between patches of increased electron density within the stratifica-
tion (Bencze et al. 2004). Another possibility of using the ionosonde proved to be 
the total solar eclipse of August 11, 1999. During the eclipse soundings were made 
every 3 minute and this frequent measurements enabled determination of electron 
density change in the E. F l regions of the ionosphere, decrease of electron density 
with advance of the totality and its return to value observed before the eclipse 
(Bencze et al. 2007) (Fig. 5). 
Meanwhile a new ionosonde constructed in the Space Research Center of the 
Polish Academy of Sciences arrived, which works with two identical antennas per-
pendicular to one another. This exact symmetry is needed because both the trans-
mitter and the receiver antenna are used both for transmission and reception. This 
construction enables the possibility of drift measurements. An ionogram is shown 
in Fig. 6. 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF PULSATION RESEARCH 
AT THE NAGYCENK OBSERVATORY 
J . VERŐ 
1. His tory , i n s t r u m e n t s , m a g n e t o t e l l u r i c s 
Since the es tabl ishment of t h e Nagycenk Observa tory I supervised there t h e 
e a r t h current records of several k inds . I also compiled the corresponding par t of 
t h e Observatory R e p o r t s during t h e following t h r e e decades. T h e first presentat ion 
of the results of the observatory took place in 1958 a t the Assembly of the G e r m a n 
Geophysical Society in Leipzig. La te r in the n inet ies I wrote several times a b o u t 
the his tory of the observatory. In connection w i t h the solar eclipse in 1999 we 
invest igated the effect of the eclipse on magnetotel lur ic parameters . 
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2. P u l s a t i o n indices 
It has been decided at beginning of the operation of the observatory to emphasize 
the description of the geomagnetic activity by means of indices for as many period 
bands as possible. An especially dens characterization was introduced in the period 
range of pulsations. The final version of t he pulsations indices was described in a 
series of papers together with some examples of their use. Pulsation indices were 
published in the yearly repor ts of the observatory. 
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3. C o m p a r i s o n b e t w e e n distant observator ies 
The earliest comparison of pulsation parameters between Hungary and China 
took place in the mid-hfties by A. Ádám. Such comparison led to the discovery of 
an UT component in the pulsation activity. Later geomagnetic arrays were used 
for the distinction of field line resonances (FLR) and upstream waves (UW) both 
types were traced at auroral and equatorial latitudes, too. 
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4. Fie ld line resonance — Magnetospher ic - ionospher ic effect 
The first investigations concerning ionospheric, magnetospheric effects aimed a t 
the identification of certain connections with pulsations as e.g. the existence of a 
"memory" in the magnetosphere. A change of stations was operated in the late 
seventies and our group was the first to report a non-continuous period changes 
with latitude, that was the indications of the shell structure of FLR. 
Comparisons of in situ measured satellite da ta with surface pulsation data re-
veal modification of incoming UW. In the following years a central problem of our 
investigations was to distinguish FLR and UW, thus papers in these to section are 
mostly dealing with both types. 
The development of computers enabled us to used more sophisticated methods 
as dynamic spectra to study FLR. The first paper (1988) using this tool has shown 
tha t both types clearly appear at a station pair at L 1.9 and 3.3. Afterwards a five 
station change enabled us to study the temporal behaviour of the two types. 
A detailed study of the beating phenomenon led to the estimation of the param-
eters of the resonant shells (thickness at the ground 100 km change of the period 
with latitude 10%/degree, number of waves in a beat about 10). 
The mentioned chain of pulsation stations with some modification was operated 
again for the study of observed similarities between resonant shells of pulsations 
and whistlers ducts. A multi-station study of the pulsation activity during the 1999 
total solar eclipse confirmed the switch-off FLR activity during the totality. 
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5. U p s t r e a m waves — Ef fec t s of solar w i n d and of interplanetary 
magnet ic field 
Geomagnetic impulses originating from the interplanetary medium often cause 
changes in the pulsation spectrum thus indicate interplanetary origin of the pulsa-
tions. As soon as interplanetary da ta became available data of the Nagycenk Obser-
vatory offered excellent possibility to compare interplanetary and pulsations da ta . 
Many citations to the two corresponding papers signalized that they were accepted 
as final proof of these connections. Changes in the direction of the interplanetary 
magnetic field (IMF) were found to immediately influence pulsation activity. T h e 
connection between IMF, solar wind and UW were repeatedly re-examined, when 
new aspects emerged. 
By a comparison of in situ satellite data in the solar wind and surface pulsation 
data we detected the amplification of surface pulsation amplitudes some 3-4 minutes 
after the appearance of UW in the solar wind. 
The geomagnetic array mentioned in connection with FLR enabled us to fined 
very quick transitions between UW and FLR. These transitions are connected to 
sudden changes in the IMF which destroy the existing resonant system. For the 
build-up of a new resonance a time interval of several minutes is necessary. 
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6. W i n t e r a n o m a l y 
The win te r anomaly, i.e. t h e strong a t t enua t ion of pu l sa t ion ampli tudes dur ing 
winter in years of high solar activity was discovered at t h e Nagycenk Observatory. 
Invest igations in connection with this a n o m a l y revealed several characterist ic , as 
the appea rance of the a n o m a l y in the S o u t h e r n hemisphere winter too, bu t with 
less intensity, the existence of a threshold in plasmaspheric-ionospheric p lasmaden-
sity, bellow which the a n o m a l y does not appea r . This threshold in foF2 is about 
10-11 MHz and is slightly variable. T h e anomaly seems t o be maintained dur ing 
the very low night-time pu lsa t ion activity, too . Curiously, t h e a t tenua t ion is con-
nected wi th the equatorial p lasma density a t L 2 even if it is essentially bound to 
hemispheres. 
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7. L o n g p e r i o d v a r i a t i o n s 
Indices were introduced at the Nagycenk Observatory for longer (periods 
2 - 6 0 min) variations, too. Using t h e m we found a delay of about one day in the 
act ivi ty of the 6 -20 min period var ia t ions wi th respect to the 2 - 6 and 20-60 min pe-
riod bands . In the la t te r band a secondary max imum of activity was found around 
local noon, in addi t ion to the midnight maximum. 
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HISTORY OF MAGNETIC OBSERVATION 
Á . W A L L N E R 
The continuous recording of geomagnetic field was started in Hungary in Ogyalla 
(today Hurbanovo. Slovakia) at the end of the 19th century. In 1918 Ogyalla was 
annexed to Czechoslovakia. From 1918 till 1938 geomagnetic recording was re-
stricted to the recording of declination. Between 1938 and 1945 Ogyalla belonged 
again to Hungary. The Hungarian Institute of Meteorology restarted the systematic 
measurement of the geomagnetic field under the leadership of Prof. Dr. György 
Barta at the end of 1938. After World War II, as Ogyalla became again part of 
Czechoslovakia. Prof. Barta started a provisional observatory in Budakeszi, and 
made efforts to establish a new geomagnetic observartory in Tihany. Thanks to his 
activity the new Observatory of the Eötvös Loránd Geophysical Institute in Tihany 
began his recording activity in 1954. 
The International Geophysical Year 1957-1958 brought about the idea to 
establish a second geophysical observatory in Hungary by the Geophysical Research 
Laboratory of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. The main aim was to record the 
natural electromagnetic field in a wide range, including variations of atmospheric, 
ionospheric, magnetospheric and extraterrestrial origin. Therefore we had to find 
a place with quiet geological conditions being free from man-made electric distur-
bances. and where the latter condition eould be maintained in the future, too. We 
found a place, where these conditions were fulfilled, near to the southern shore of 
the Lake Fertő, between the villages Fertőhöz and Hidegség. The place has been 
in the neighbourhood of Nagycenk, where count István Széchenyi the founder of 
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences is buried, therefore the Observatory was al-
ways called: Geophysical Observatory near Nagycenk, and is named now Széchenyi 
István Geophysical Observatory of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. 
The environment of the observatory has legal protection against industrialization 
causing vagabond currents. 
The recording of earth (telluric) current was started in 1957 with instruments 
produced in the Laboratory. It was, however, necessary to complete earth current 
recordings with those of the geomagnetic field, too. 
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Fig. 1. The yearly means of geomagnetic absolute values in D, И and Z 
in the Observatory Nagycenk between 1961 and 2006 
Geomagnetic instruments, namely variometer sets for recording H. D and Z 
components, as well as those for the measurement of the absolute values of these 
components had to be imported from abroad. This was not an easy thing among the 
economical conditions of the country in the late fifties. Two antimagnetic houses 
had to be built for the measurements, one for the continuous recordings (called 
relative house) and the other for the measurement of the geomagnetic absolute 
values (called absolute house). They were built from limestone, the roof from reed. 
The continuous recording of the geomagnetic components H. D and Z. and 
the weekly measurement of the absolute value of these elements were started in 
July, 1960. The instrumentation was: two variometer sets of the type La Cour 
(made in Denmark) recording to 30 x 40 cm photo-paper sheets, two QHM-s 
(quartz-horizontal-magnetometer), one BMZ (balance-magnetic-zero) (also made 
in Denmark), a magnetic declinatorium and an Earth inductor (Askania). The 
magnetic declinatorium originally served in the Observatory Ogyalla, then in Bu-
dakeszi and in Tihany, but was later replaced by a magnetic theodolite in Tihany. 
Nevertheless, it was a very accurate instrument, and easy to handle. The Hun-
garian Television made a report in the Observatory in the late seventies, in course 
of which this old instrument was the most successful for the reporters, the longest 
report dealt with the measurement of magnetic declination by means of this ancient 
declinatorium. 
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Fig. 2. The yearly means of the geomagnetic total field F. and the Inclination 
angle I in the Observatory Nagycenk betyween 1961 and 2006 
The QHM and BMZ instruments were compared in several geomagnetic obser-
vatories. Comparison measurements were made each years with Tihany, but several 
times in Xiemegk (formerly GDR), too. The transport of the magnetic instruments 
into a foreign country was often rendered difficult bv customs. When I travelled 
to Xiemegk in 1967, I was ordered to get down from the international train in 
border station Sturovo (CSR) in order to make a declaration on the instruments 
being in my luggage, for which I had already get a customs permission in Sopron. 
Fortunately this formality took only about 15 minutes and the train waited till 
I came back. 
The conventional magnetic instruments described formerly, were used until 1989. 
From 1989 till 1991 the measurements of magnetic absolute values were made with a 
vector proton magnetometer developed in the Observatory Xiemegk. Since 1991 ab-
solute measurements have been made by a triaxial fluxgate magnetometer a proton 
magnetometer (ELSEC 820). 
Digital recording of the geomagnetic variations was also started by an ARGOS 
system (bought from the British Geological Survey) in 1991. The analogous photo-
graphic recording was run parallel during about one year. 
Observatory reports of geomagnetic data has been published each year since 
1961. As the observatory had in the first times the main aim of the continu-
ous monitoring of the Earth's electromagnetic field of external origin, the chapter 
Geomagnetism was compiled in coincidence with the chapter Earth Currents. The 
activity indices reported were determined according to a linear scale, which in-
creased by 7 nT broad steps. Only monthly and yearly averages of the absolute 
values of the elements were given. Since the beginning of the nineties, however, 
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as the participation in INTERMAGNET was started. Since that the reports on 
geomagnetic measurements are compiled in accordance with the requirement of 
INTERMAGNET. Activity indices have been determined according to Bartels. 
Besides the yearly publication of geomagnetic data in the Observatory Reports, 
we have direct contacts with other obeservatories, too. Since the end of the seventies 
special events (SSCs and solar flares) have been reported to the Ebro Observatory 
(Spain). Close connections and data changes took place from time to time with the 
Observatories Wien-Kobenzl, Nieinegk, Prahatice, Belsk. Hurbanovo. 
It is of interest to show the trend of the geomagnetic secular variation in the 
Observatory. In order to that the yearly mean values of the geomagnetic elements 
were plotted for the last 45 years, i.e. from 1961 until 2006. Figure 1 shows the yearly 
means of declination, of the horizontal and vertical components. A continuous 
increase in Z (and consequently in the total field (F), too, see Fig. 2), and an 
eastward trend in declination can be observed, while the trend of increase was 
stopped in H (horizontal intensity) in the late seventies, and even a small decrease 
arose until 1992. Since that the increasing trend appears again, but only in smaller 
degree. Thus the angle of Inclination (I) increased between 1978 and 2003 (Fig. 2). 
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